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VOL. XX. NO. 136

PUBLIC CONDUIT
MAYOR'S DESIRE

PADUCAH KY.. FRIDAY EVENING.'DECEMBER 7. 1906.
ON THE RECORDS.
Resolutions of Bar Assoriation Will
Be Spread.

DRAFT DECEIVED
PR&S. B. REHKOPF

Today the Livingston County Bar
association will meet at Smithland
and draft resolutions of respect to
the memory of Capt. .1 W. Buell and
Will Recommend Its ConstrueWas His Testimony On Stand
Janos; C. •Hodge. who died et short
committee
The
time
usual
ago.
,tion To Council
This Afternoon
will be appointed and a page on the
records of the court irelierved for the
raw:Alit:ions. Attorney John K. HenBays He ‘Vill Sign Pole Rental Drill- drick went front Paducah to be pres- He Did Not Make Out Accounts. of
name at: Soon WS It IN
Coneeen--Ilie Eemmination
ent. Livingston circuit court is now
Preeented.
IC ltieumed.
to session and attorneys from all over
the county will be in attendatme at
the meeting.
MANY POLES WILL (X)MM DOWN.

SUCCESSFUL

Lellee 0%iv

FOR L'OLLATEILtl.

NEWS.P.11•Elt SLEt"l'H. •
IS:Aston, 0., Dec. 7.- David
Curds, *emoted early this suisrislug, confessed to utepoieer mete
that he murdered liona
%those
mutilatetl body ow%
found sill ille (10111111011S here a
short time ago. Ttie ei Memo
&mailed Curtin was worked up
by as correspondent of the (InC11211ka Post after officials had
practically abandoned the case.
(hrtie is as WhillS Mall. and gme
a tletailled at-roust of linw he ilssaulteil, and strangled girl.
PHIe81(1eN 1)1E.S.
ROMP. Dec. 7.-Dr. lApiIn ni,
his' IN Ppd.
'
Ss Illenletiall
'My/41CW n.
died Oaks morning, rope rot'a
grief-at rickets het ause Of the
death of his friend and has invoked A v441111 • biennium for
him. Dr. 1.aposini
itti hie hot
breath predicted the pealed! despite heart trouble oould remain sarong and well for years.

GO SLOWLY, SAYS
SPEAKR CANNON

10 CENTS PER WEEK
FRAT. HOUSE BURNS.
.tud

Fee -Are Dead and
Fatally Injured.

TRUANT OFFICER
SHOULD BE NAMED

Ithi,a, N. Y.. Dec. 7.-- Five men
are dead, two fatally and a number
seriously injured by fire, which
Ills Advice To Rivers ..knd started at 3:30 o'clock this morning Boys Destroy School Property
and entirely destroyed the Chi. Phi
fraternity house of Cornet! universiHarbors Congress
And set/Rad Example
ty. The dead are: W. H. Nichols,
student, Chicago: 0. L. Schmuck,
student, Andover, Pa.: A. S. RobinSiaggt,1 if
Iv NIncle 'Mat Gentled son, attorney, Ithaca, and
two volun- Superintendent Lieb riaiy• There Ire
.1ppoopriautium lie Sought for
Few Out of School But They
teer firemen. The fire started in the
tin'eVork.
Are Malicious.
kitchen range and quickly spread
through tit. big fraternity house,
satied at $200,000.
NEW OFFICERS

ARE ELEcrelp

POPULAR

ettlULD CONTROL

rot:NM:IT' I.

E. Relikope president of the E.
'A conduit owned by the city and
Washington, Dec 7.
Au approVandalism, which school authorileased to the telephone, telegraph and
Rehkopf Saddler) company. had
priation bill by congress of at least
ties _pre long deplored, again
electric lighting companies, Is one DEDI('ATION oF ELKS HoME ON nothing to do with making out
$lei 900,000 annually, for the the lat APPOINTMENT OF CITT AUDI- brought
'destruction to school propNORTH FIFTH STREET.
dream of Mayor Yeiser, and be exdrafts &MI bills, according to his tele
provemet of rivers and harbore was
TOR KIRKLAND.
erty this week. Wednesday it began
pects to suggee the proposition to the
timony given this afternoon in the
the keyeota of speeches delivered beat the Lee building on South Sixth
next general council, probably in his
fore the national river and harbors
bankruPteY Proceeding"
street when several boys, whose
annual message.
dared that if any drafts were
convention here. At the morning sesdrawn
deand he
names Sr.' known to school officials,
This statement was made by him Formate Ititualistic Ci.11.111..04`.
or accounts made out against firms,
sion an address was made by Har- Hiss. Held Ogler Since It* Creation till visited the school, threw
stones and
lOIs t41 111)1.111Uel
Itatel-Osse
this morning when the pole rental orof
Hest
.tccountwhich had nut purchased the goods
vey L. Goulder, president of the conincited other pupils to misbehave.
at Night.
dinance was mentioned.
suite in City.
from the E. Rehkopf Saddlery comerese, Speaker Cannon and ChairThey Sr.' school children and habit"I do not hesitate to say that I
pany, they were without his knowlman Burton, of the house committee
ual truants.
shell sign that ordluance." said the
on rivers and harbors.
edge or consent.
Thursday morning at. the Jefferson
InaYor. "I was inetrumentel in getMr. Rehkopf took the stand again
Goulder advocated the development
The dedication of the l'ike' Home
butiding,Eighth and Harrison streets,
City
Auditor
Alex
Kirkland
ting it introduced. It provides for
was
of public seutiment In favor of inthis afternoon, and his examination
several unknown boys threw stoned
To Care For Illereasillg Enaa annual rental of,.$2 for each pole on North Fifth street yesterday af- which has already
. reased annual appropriations for In- appointed fur another year by Mayor at the building
consumed hours
and demolished three
ternoon
was attended by many out was resumed, not
Yeiser and the appoiutment was ratUsed to string wires' for telephone
ternal waterway improvement
rolloient and Attendance
a detail escaping
windows. This morning the act was
and telegraph companies. The !street of town visitors and the handsome the clogs questioning
ified
by
the
aldermen
without
disSpeaker
Cannon warned the deleof both his own
repeated, three more windows being
ratiwey company is not affected.
building was filed with members of attorneys and the attorneys for the
gates not to expect too much from sent. Mr. Kirkland has been auditor broken out. Besides the
expense of
"The Law has gone clear to the su- the lodge from the beginning of the ether side.
congress "for," he said "too much since the office was created when the the glass, inconvenience
is caused by
preme court of the United Stated and dedication ceremoniee at 4 o'clock In
The fine thing this afternoon the Larger 'Noe Than I ter licfore and cannot be done at one time. ,Do the city went into the second class in the cold air coming in
through the
stood the test. This Is not a lieense the afternoon until the banquet was attorneys
Two flundred Wok WM Ite
newt important thing first, and con- 1902.
went into the assertions of
windows endangering the health of
tax, but • rental for the use of the over.
I's/aged
in
January.
centrate
upon it, and then take up
President Thompson of the American
Ile ha made an excellent record. pupils
streets. Our ordinance is identical
The dedication was attended only German Nation bank, that he had
the next most important things."
He is oneerit the best accountants in
"I am In favor of employing a
with that of „Memphis.by members of the order. The cere- been tu:d certain notes were transBurton said the convention should the city and has tipsy stematized his truant officer." Supt. Lieb
said. "I
The probable rental to be derived monies were closed about 6:30
not ask for appropriations from con- work that he Is enahled at a mo- look at It in this way.
ferred to the bank to cover drafts SCHOOL.%
Boys between
GROWLNeI
IRAPIDLIS.
from this source lute not beau comput- o'clock. They were conducted by Exgress for any particular community, ment's not:cc to give detailed infor- the ages of *1 and 14 come
drawn on persons who had never
under
ed, but a glance at the myriads of alted Ruler R. T. Lightfoot. At S:30
hut for the greater projects of the mation as to the financial condition the jurisdiction of the
bought goods act out in accompanytruant officer.
pOles that stand on the streets of o'clock, the social session beetle last- ing
country. He thought less should be of the city or any departments.
accounts from the saddlery comFrom 14 to 16 under the jurisdicPeelecah satisfies one that the city ing until midnight. The bagemet
was pany. Mr. Rehkopf explained Mow
Thefliwt tern) Of 144)044 will 1.11/8C spent on the navy and ntore for imlecord is clean and his ap- tion of the juvenile court, and 16
win derive a-large income from this one of the most elaborate ever given
good* were sold and the hooks kept, the third week In January and when provement of rivers and harbors.
pointment will be received with gen- and above under the jurisdietion of
emote, If all the poles are continued. in the city.
At the afternoon session the prin. eral satefactlim in Padueith.
and stated that he had nothing to Jo the 'second term begins the High
police matt. If .a truant officer is
The board of public works for the
with making out drafts or accounts. school will show *it enrollment of Heal features were the report of the
employed we will be assured of *
lag year has been weeding them out
As to the fact that be did. not over 20e, the itargeat in 'the history committee on reorgantsatlen and the
tneans of punishing boys of ail at.
or at least retarding their accumulawrtte drafts, be was corroborated by of the schools: and the question of announcement of the commit t Ceti.
"it is not the large number of ti
tion. end eompelling the telephone
teachers and space to seat the Wiz Speeches were made by a number of
the testimony of other witnesses.
pHs not enrolled. who should be enand telegraph eonipanies to join with
prominent
delegates.
roiled, but the exeevalve badness of
As to the fact that drafts wore not school will interest the tucoming
tire city In the use of poles wherever
The congress last night elected:
those, who art' out that I object to,"
foi warded by the bank for collection, school board. The structure, which
prectieable
Mitt iw Mr. Rehkopf testified that they were was at the time of building consider- President. Representative Joseph E.
Rued _the eseeviatendent. "leer
tx•ttri ti ri.Noritt I t‘t; t
The basket is that the number of WILL BE I sSI-1.:10
inetance, tie scholastic census shows
Foil RIX .11.c1TRANTs.
deteoited there simply as c3allatere1 ed too large for the needs of the Ransdell. of Louisiana. secretary
Doles in the residence sectioni will be
and
treasurer,
J.
F.
schools,
is
now
Ellison. of Cincramped aud crowda population between the ages of 6
security and not for collection, and
mit In half, by the four companies
were iredeemed from time to the, his ed, and from indleattons &pother cinnati. 0. The board of directors In
tei 20 years of 6,351. Our total endoubling up, and conduit*, will be
own testimony and that of President building of twice He preeent denim- eludes Lawrence M. Jones. prealdent
rollment is 3.486. Taking a straight
found cheaper down town.
This is where iMayor Yeinees ad- Naistaa of Theta. Failing to Pay LL Thomieon being to It, effect that set- stuns will not be sull$4.4nt to eonifort- of the Missouri River improvement Emmett lip timer Work inune Piy Jams- percentage of 6-14 as representing
&lay nest tem 1ittl1 eke .Wlielbinfi? astiociptkm of Kansas Cite, Moe
teed* Meek enelitedge femme
ory la, Wheat Trat.-ling lieu
tle:nests were mauls- en eattrtders.
the number between the ages Of 14
% etre idea'manes In
ton "ghoul district.
Thomas M. Wilkinson, of BurlingToday.
Take the leeel.
aro 20, there are 2,727. with whom
His Examinellen.
-The plan has worked einewhere
One hiendred end sixty-slue pulite; ton. la. and James H. Davidson, of
the truant officer has nothing to do,
gatlefactoriee" he said. "The Ws Is
Doing examined by Attorney- J. S.
leaving about 14e under 14 years of
net esateresty for orollt, bat bg chargRosa. -Mr. Rehkopt geld he had noth- are enrolled in the High whole. In Oskoah, Wis.
age not in the schools. But these with
ing to do with keeping the books and February, w/aen the "A eighth grade"
ing a moder'a'te rental for the conduit
Between 1:1 and 15 names of perAt
,hit's t A. L. Lassiter this "com- boys who play
Service we could gel the dangerous
truant, having no one
making out drafte, He is not capable enters the High school, the enroll- I. C. PITS THE ST %Tie litemo,102.
sons who have failed to pa) a lipleted
the
plans
for
the
rethodelluit
of
to go after them, cause the most of
of keeping a set of books. He said ment will be increased to about 209.
and unsightly overhead wires and
cense tax for tbe year were given to
Belvedere
hotel.
the
The
contractors the mischief. They -stiestroy
he took the mail to the office in Me There are now six 'teatimes in the Animal l'urned iii Is Largest for Any
polies out of sight and in the course
school
Pollee Judge D. A. Cross this mornare now figuring on the different
property, and set the other children
Six Month's' Perimi.
morning anti the orders were handled faculty, Including Principal E G.
of time pay for the improvement. The
items
in
the
ing
by
estimate
License
plans,
inspector
to
the
George
Payne,
who
through
must
necessity
a bad example. For the morals of the
in the office. Drafts were brought to
sity would use the conduiteetee eleccost and the time it will require to
Labahard, and warrants will be isteach four classes. These In addition
city the truant officer should be aptric light wires and police and fire
him to be signed
Springfield, Ill., Dec. 7.-The state
finish
the
work.
sued
this
afternoon
for
those
on
the
telegraph wires."
The question was asked: "Did you to his duties of looking after the treasury was enriched today' by $6041.pointed." ,
By
Deceffiber
15
most
of
the
list who have by that time failed to
travover sign a draft as president on a High school, /Makes his work hard. 1,02, paid by the Illinois Central railA truant officer's salary is fixed at
eling
men
will
have quit the road
pay the license Judge Coos issued
Threat at Marion.
not less than $2e nor more than $50
party atien you knew the party did There is a question at; to how the road. This amount Is 7 per cent of
warning orders and gave them a day not
teachers will manage to care for tee the gross earnings of the road for the and they do not get started back good the month. He shall receive not less
Marion, Ky., Dec. 7 - This town
owe the monee7"
of grace. Tomorrow he expects to
big school, and the board wet doubt- six months ending October 31, 1,06. until Janusay 15. In this interim it than $1 nor more than $2 70 tor
He answered: el never did."
was thrown into a feverish state of
is expected to complete the work. It
before him,
excitement today by the announce- have several of them
Ho was asked if be tad ever author less be petitioned for additional on Its charter lines. The payment
each school day
will be all Inside work and can be
ment that Dr. R. L. Moore, who op- some having declared they would not ized any one to prepare a draft on a teachers for the High school.
largest
six
for
Is
any
the
made today
rushed
ahead.
'problem
The
principal
"Three years ago we had but toe months' period.
erates a large tobacco stemmery pay when approached by the license party% when be knew the party did
ASSAULT TO ROB.
will he in moving the elevator from
Inspector. They are doctors, lawyers not owe the money.
pupils less than we have now. TeL
here, had received a letter written
the rear to the front of the building.
merchants.
few
and
a
the enrollment had increased a much
He replied; "No.''
in a disguised hand and warning him
Verke% Will Not Ruse
Against
The proposed changes have been Charge
Two steamiesat
To the question if he ever allowed greater per cent. It is pot by pupils
net to receive any more tobacco. The
Hands Arrested Today.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 7 --The outlined before In The Sus. With the
bearing
draft
the
to
office
city,"
go
out
Into
the
coming
Marlborough
signed.
of
said
been
Supt.
Troubles.
a
have
said
to
letter Is
Hon. John W. Yerkes today took him- annex being built on the eolith side
London, Dec 7.--After all the his signature when he knew the party Leib. "It is due directly to a develop
"Night Riders," and was mailed at
self
clear out of the range of gulaerna- of Broadway. the hotel will have a
Thomas Terry and John Turner,
secrecy attending the separation of on whom it was drawn did not awe ment In the schools and to an inPrtneetons Kr
possibilities by making the fol- (opacity of IS rooms. The present eceored. isteatnimat hands, were artorkil
creased interest aronsed in the comthe Duke and Duchess of Marlbor- the money, he replied:
lowing statement: "I have staled pos- capacity im 2e moms.
rested this afternoon by Patrolmen
"Not If I knew ft."
munity.ough, it is likely that their affairs
Tapped Water Pipe.
itively during the last year and a
Cross and Johnson on a warrant
inveetigated
he
asked
if
He
was
be
may
finally
airel in court. There
When the new hollers were lowerhalf, both verbally and in writing.
sworn out by Charles Leek, colored,
MUSICIANS' UNION
ed into the cellar of the Illinois Cen- is a well-grounded rumor going eters' draft brought to him for signsthat I would not be a candidate for
charging them with assault and attral depot several weeks ago, a long around in Mayfair that there is a bit- tele. and 'he said:
the governorship and I repeat the Organized in
letdnesili With It. E. tempt to rob. Lock claims that het
I 'learned that a had
"No. not
Iron rod was driven Into the ground ter dispute in progress over the cusstatement so that it will be more conwas enticed Into a home. a! 202 MonJones,
lo,
Then
a
out.
President.
sent
one
been
hsd
act
as
to
platform
Marlborough
tody
depot
of
the
through the
children,
clusive to many friends who are kind
roe street just before noon by the
I
brought
to
sign
for
and
were
me
went
It
and that it may culminate in legal
an anchor for the rOpes.
enough to write me and to offer their
refused to sign them."
The niusicians of Paducah have or- two men who assaulted him. He sail
through a water pipe calming a leak. proceedings.
Foie poott
leer TO 1.0W- support."
fee was asked what he did when he
ganised a union and are now work- they went through his clothes butt
The water percolated into the cellar
EST BIDDERS TODAle
0
!earned of this.
irk under their charter. The local Is *neared nothing as Lock had hie
ami a steam siphon wee installed to
Suicide in Railroad Yards.
Pommy Surrounds Fugitive.
"Well, I told Mr. Thompson." be
known as Musicians Protective asso- money in his stocking. He does not
kep the cellar dry. Today excavaLouisville.
lIef
7 - William said.
Milford, 0., Dec. 7.--Three hun- ciation, of Paducah, A. F. of M.. No. know what was used in assaulting
tions are being made to rind the leak. French. treasurer of Port
Fniton.
Ross----"What did you do?"
Firms, serum t•ooteat,,t,.. dred armed men assisted by two 348, with the following officers, R. him. but his head shows signs of
1
"'HI
IV011r
Ind., was found dead In the Soothe' ri
Rehkopf-"I tried to make it
packs of blood hounds are pursuing E. Jonas, president; Charles Nichol- having been struck with a stick
Worth 1111,11000 Fenn Fiscal
To Save the Children.
railway yards here today with a bul- good."
Terry ind 'learner were arrested et
Henry White, a negro, who murder- son, vice-piesident: A. J. LentenNew yeric, Dec. 7.-Fearing wholeCourt.
let hole in the temple and a revolver
1:15 by Patrolmen Cross and Johnmake
Franklin.
-"What
you
Bareore,
effort
did
of
Roes
Marshal
ed
nsayer,
George
secretary:
candy.
children
Prince,
by
poisoning
of
sale
by tie side. His watch and money are to make It good?"
Ohio, and subsequently escaped from treasurer. They are affiliated with son.
tbe city authorities are trying to untouched. Indicating suicide.
He
Retkopf--"At one time I took
Jail
It is believed the negro is sur- the Central Labor union as well as
prevent the glucose trust from ship- disappeared
six weeks ago and threat notes over to the hank which Mr.
Special Grand Jury.
Rhodes, Bureerd & company, F. N rounded in the woods. The negro is the American Federation of Labor.
ping here from Philadelphia. tons of
ened his own life.
The rninoteil of the examining
Thompson agreed to take. But he Gardner & company. le B (Wei. & known to be armed. A battle is
glecose 'Which the trust virtually adcourt in the case against Chortle-4
hacked out and refused them. The company-, and John Doherty are the feared.
mits may have been responsible for
LEAVES TOWN,
Smith, accused of maliciously cutting
notes were for $6,e00."
four successful firms In the bidding
DkIn't
Like
Boni.
children
die death of women and
Rosa Anderson, both colored. were reHe said he put up warehouse re- to turret& the poor house, the conParis. Doe. 7.-A
remarkable
Suspected.
from ingredients used in manufactPlague
t.•
James
W
Discharged
n .4
on
'
Bulked
,
, finally. tracts being let this morning by the
turned into court by the grand jury
scene followed the intorpellation of ceipts for leather as sweet)
uring it.
Own
Promise.
Hamburg, Dec. 7.- Four seamen
marked "dismissed."
lie fir-t teemed about the drafts furnishing committee. The committhe government on the Moroccan
Commonwealth Attorney John G
short time before his as- tee is reimposed of magistrates George belonging to the crew of the Gerbed
a
being
question
in
the
chamber
of
deputies
RIOT lettnuus Sued.
‘VI:hitO, who tefused
from the
to Lovett stated that he would urge the
signment.
Broadexe, John J. Bieleh and C. W. man steamer Santa Fe,
Della Pitman filed suit against Ri- today by M. Jaures, the Socialist
sequestered
been
the
have
dinner
Platt,
at
River
his
Bowlin
resPay for
enipaneling of a special grand Jure in
Emery. County Judge Lightfoot wet
hi Pitman tor divorce alleging mis- leader. Count Boni de Casteliane
suspicion that they taurant, 121 Kentucky avenue, yes- event the present grand Jury is disurrabis to attend. Therneeting was under the strong
Heuderison Wants Immigraiite.
tiestwent and the wasting of her es- unexpectedly ascended the tribune,
are suffering from bubonic plague, terday, and who shoved Mrs. Bolin charged this week, as there is a great
liendereon,
, Dee. 7.-- The hoed in Magistrate Emery's office at
tate. The custody of their three chil- whereupon half the deputies abruptOne man died during the voyage and aside as he attempted to leave the deal of work to do outside of the
all
nearly
required
it
o'clock
and
10
in
is
club
Commercial
Henderson
ly
left
the
$30
honse.
and
wife,
for
the
dren is asked
place was fined $5 and costs for be- jail eases
was buried at sea.
communication with the department morning to romplete the work. The
a month alimony. The two were
ing drunk and disorderly and judgfour
furnishing
the
expense
of
rota:
Washingmarried in August. 1592, and separ- ILLINOIS BUMPING IS sT.tirrED. of commerce and labor in
ment was suspended on condition he
.tirreatm Will fir Made.
about UAW), and the
Big Fire in Holyoke.
ated October, 194)5,
ton for thaeretrposue of importing im- wards will be
leave the city on the first train,which
Princeton. Ey.. nee. 7.--Evidence
Holyoke, Maws., Dec. 7.--- Fire
in melee and oth- contracts were awarded as follows:
labor
for
migrants
•
4 limner Slone for Structure at Jameswhich will result in the arrest of 'sevbeds, which Marled in the store of Fey & he promised to do.
Rhodee-Burford (emeriti),
er industries around Henderson. The
In Bankruptcy.
town Exposition Laid.
eral met-Abets -of the mob which
chairs,
back
straight
chairs,
rocking
louts
caused
morning
the
is
tels
section
Shumag
foreign population in this
E. W. Bagby, referee In bankburned' flie trust tobacco plants at
Buildings Destroyed.
window shades.
of over $30:0,004). A company of Miand efforts will he made piliows and
ruptcy, has ordered William SchroeNorfolk, Va., Dec. 7.-VirgInte very small
Pittsbutg, Dec. 7.-- The Weenies this Wee@ last Saterday morning was
F. N. Gardner & company, Mirrors, litia was called out to patrol the
der to pay Into the bankruptcy court United with Illinois
to secure a large nu:sitter of the right
today in laying
and machinery of the International aocured this morning he Mott Ayrio,
tablets and mattresiee.
streets and maintain order
$152.74 'paid to Itilm In the, state the corner stone
of Immigrants.
of the magnificent sore
Cement company were state flee marshal. and it is PXPeeteti
Portland
blankets,
company,
Ogilvie
&
B.
L.
Henagainst
court in a suit brought
building of Illinois at the Jamestown
by
fire this morning to the that warrants for at least three add,damaged
and
white
pillow
sheets
spreads,
ry A. Douglas, bankrupt. The money exposition grounds. Governor
Swan$100.000.
'extent
Two large build- timms members of the mob will be isof
eases.
is to be distributed among creditors son assisted
in the ceremonime whieh
lines were destroyed and much stock sued witein the next few days.
John
in the bankruptcy court.
towels.
Doherty,
were witnessed by aaarge crowd. The
I damaged.
The committee let contrects for
There in only one kind of n
Illinois building joins that of the
Wasp Goma Proaelyting.
WEATHER - Fair 41111 coldthe
circulation
entire
poor
statement
newspaper
furnishing of the
Count Boni's Catch.
mother state, end the occasion today
tonight. saitiartlay fair with
Delay. Rebuilding City,
Norfolk, Va., flee 7.-- The eon er
house. The rapacity in 36 inmates.
that is :worth any consideration
Paris, Dec. 7.--- Come Bon! de was particular!)
. fitting
Chairman'
San Fran, 1-4 n, Dec. 7: -Mille and verfed gunboat Wasp started from
%levity rifting temperature. The
and that i's the daily detailed
Castellane, it is reported In fashiona- Humphreys, of the ilitnoie commies'
, on it long novel inland
Itigheet teinperviture reached yen- lumber yards of the Union Limber Norfolk toes)
atatement. The sun le the only
ble circles, has mailed for England, skin, spoke and Was followed by GovSuite Filed.
etrday one tet mail the lows-et tie company were destroyed by fire this tiaeruiting touts.. She will visit the
printing
paper
Peehicith
such
a
where, It hi declared, he will Marry ernor Swanson. Then followed the
I
J. B. F. -Briggs filed fruit torisy
day was 23.
teething at a loss of a quarter of algulf coast, go
the Mississippi and
statement.
Mem, Letelliereetee divorced wife of layipg. of the corner stone. The
against Joseph Fletcher and Pete.
111111l14311.: Burning the plant will cause I Missonri rivers, showing young sten
Albert Menier, the millionaire choeo- hots building vat be-one of ehe flneetie
Pereman for hew alleged to be dii a'
tang delity in rebuilding opera-lot .the middle west. the actual lifeettf
.niaastactarer,
on the ground&
fh tOgn dellenred.
*de recruit in the ritiV.
1101111.

NEED MORE ROOM
IN HIGH SCHOOL

0

Two

WARRANTS

RUSH WORK

FURNISHING

The Kentucky

TO=NIGHT

Engagement of the Dainty Little Comedienne,

SADIE CALHOUN
It

In the Successful Comedy Drama

t •

"MY DIXIE GIRL"

A play of the south, full of wit, humor -and Clever dialogue
with the green hills of Kentucky as its background

PRICES 25c, 35c, 50c AND 75c

SEATS ARE NOW ON SALE

mmumm=1111111111111=111111111111MM

11 15 NOT WHISKY,
AND NOTNOT WHISKIES

.4te

Ruling As To Label on Blended goods Submitted

Plural

.ongular

IN ,,,,,•I•in

iteg/1 rli

.kre Mi...
to the

ticeels.

%MICMAC: OF THE L.tilE1.•

Washington, Dec. 7. 8, . etary
Agriculture Wilson
wade
fuliowing .ta went ia el#11on '
blended a
•'Many letteis are ieceived b t.
department making inquiries col
cerning the proper method of ;ale
lag blended whisky. aiannIac;
are anxious to know under wha•
(titian the words 'blended whi.ky'
'whiekles• may be tined. Th. '
log quotation from one of
.PrI presents a particular case of
definite character: 'On account
the uncertainty
plevailing In v..
trade at the present •
to proceed under tie ,•
and regulations regarding what w;
be consider.d a blend of whinki•••
am taking .he liberty of expr.
to you today two samples of w'
made up a follows: Sample A
talus 51 per cent. of Bourbon wit;
ky and 49 inie'csnt. of neutral F'.
tt ,v. In to.. sample a email- an
Of burnt sugar is used for ei•
and a small amount of prune it • •
used for flavoring, neither of wh,.
increase the volume to any great t
tent.
-Sample B contains 51
Of neutral 'pints and 49 pc.
Bourbon whisky. Burnt sugar in u
ed for coloring and prune Juice for,
flavoring, neither of which increase I
_ the volume to an great extent."The question presented ia whether neutral spirits may be added '
Bourbon whisky in varying q.1 •
ties. colored and Revolt& at-I
reeul.ing mixture 'to he f.,
'blended whiskies.' To permit II
of the word 'whiskies' In the ti,
elLmIxture Is to admit that flay
color can be added to neutral •-!
and The resulting mixture be Labe.. '
'whisky.'
_"The department Is of the ortin:,..
that the mixtures
leitatte-be labeled •
whiskies or branded whisky."

RI VER

3t°Ana BROADWAY
PADUCAH
Established I m;,s

TO THE LADIES
Some Seasonable Holiday Suggestions
UR great Christmas stocks are at their best just now, and while this excellent weather for
shopping continues an early call affords you complete selections and you avoid the rush
of the last days before Christmas---and, by the way, there are only 14 more buying days
till Christmas. You have often heard women say that it is so difficult to select gifts for men
that they really want and appreciate. Like everything else that seems difficult, it is merely
a
question of knowing how. Men are practical creatures and care little for the fanciful gifts
that
women enjoy. Hence, make the present you intend to give your husband, father or sweeth
eart
something of a practical nature. Below we make a few happy suggestions along this line, with
the price of each article. Shop, see the prices in other stores, then see us.

O

Smoking Jackets

'Dressing Gown

$3.50 to $15

$5 to $15

Silk Suspenders
50c;_w $7.50

Bath Robes
$3.50 to $10

Neckwear

Gloves

Hosiery

25c to $3.50

25c to $10

25c to $2.50

Silk and Linen Handkerchiefs

Xeefer Mufflers
50c to $6.00

Collar And Cuff Boxes and-Bags

25c to $1.50

$1.00 to $5.00

Canes and Umbrellas

Military Brushes

50c to $18.00

Suit Cases and E2gs

$1 to $20

$1.50 to $25.00

111111

Fancy Vests

Shirts

$1.50 to $10

$1 to $3.50

Underwear

River Stages.
Cairo •
22.4 If. 1..
Chattanooga
5.3 11.0 f..'
Cincinnati
11.6 0.2 1,.'
Evansville
11.4 1.6 f,•
Florenee
3.7 0.2 fa
Johnsonville
6.9 0.3 fa'
Louisville ...... . 5:0 0.1.
Mt. Carmel
5.3 0.8 I-)
9.5 0.0 riNashville
Pittsburg
7M 1,9 r!•
Davis Island Dam-Missing. '
St. Louis
10.9 41.4 r:• •
Mt. Vernon
1.4 2.1 f
Paducah
14.5 1.9. fa
----The wharf looked like the "deee:
ed village" this morning. The Di( k
Fowler was the only packet there.
and the wagons were few and far beteeny). The river continues to fall
sharply, bin some river men say that
a rapid fall means another rapid rise. today from the same rooint and rettirn front Ciarkaville and left shortly at-' to the wharf and will have a new
vn• noon for NaehvIlle The Buttorff wheel built.
The gunge this morning registered a ed at once,
The c!ty of SaltIllo Will come mut: Is doing a big business now,
kale of 14.5, a fall of 1.9 In 24 hours.
The towboat Fulton, which panned of the Tennessee river this afternoon! The Dick Fowler cleared for Cairo
Official Foreca,
14.
down with a tow early In the week. nod proeeed to fit: Louis after tin - this morning on time and will return
The Ohio at Kvan5ville and
Mt.
tonight. Yesterday the Dick rosier
has come back niter parts of the tow, loading.
Vernon will continue falling during
which were left up the Ohio river.
The ropldfall in the river left !rev-, had one of the biggest trips in months the next two days. At Paducah and
The John S. Hopkins did not get prat boats on OW* last night. Gent's; The Georgia Lee will series tonight
Calr) will continue felling daring the
sway until It o'elork last night for showboat and the sand docks were l or early in the mornIng front Cincinnest several d'itYw•I`t
EvatievElts, late on nitgOtint of lack partly agroond this morning.
nati bound to Memphis.
The Tennettwes frem Florence to
Of labor, The
'
bowler arrived
The Stittrirff arrived this morning
The tneft,oat Nemo ts backed lin the Itr,etilt no tnntorIal change during

Suits

$7.50 to $35

Silk and Opera Hats

SOc to $10

$6 to $7.50

Full Dress Protectors

Overcoats

$1.00 to $6.00

$7.50 to $40

the next 24 .bours,
On ous occasion, during a ses111011
"Silence, here! We have decided
The Mississippi from below St.
about
of
his
court.
a dozen cases this morning, and
tnere
was
such
an
Louis to slightly above Cairo, will remain stationary or rise, allghtle dur- amount of conversation and laughter I haven't heard a word of one of
In the court room that Ws honor he- the:n
oilme
"ritH
ing the next 24 hours,
warPer
for
:
'e
tn S
ee
as
k.
ly.
came ‘ery angry and confused. Biel

I

On Ms Ear.
A member of the Philadelphia bar
tette of a queer old character In Altoona who far a long time was the
judge Qt. a NM.M1 cfmf! in no te*$.

Inn

Coret ock441mos•DeY,

a and g

es ovary
bee. 3Sc

nr,epur,ion 7.
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Santa Claus

Santa Claus

Will be in our

Will be in our

window

Dec. 15,
3:30 o
'
clock.

to5 and on the delivery icagons.

TO THE BIG ONES

Regardless of the scarcity of Gloves our

now turn this store---with our time and energies---over to
W E Xmas
shoppers, presenting the greatest holiday stock we have

stock for the holidays is now able to supply
every demand either in size, color or style.
call your especial attention to our line of
Moves, all colors, for
$1.00

We

16 button glace black or white Kid Gloves
at.
-$3.50
S button Glace Glove, brown, black or white,
at.
$2.00

every shown. Each department vies with the other in the exquisite
offerings for Chrisimas---useful gifts for young and old, boy or girl--abound here, where low prices and high quality reign supreme. For
the one who waits to make Christmas purchases there is certain annoyances in store for her---broken assortments, the rush and crowd-which more or less result in unsatisfactory purchases. So we urge
that you buy NOW while everything is complete in stock and you
can take your time in selection.

Monogram Stationery
$1.00 per box.
Dainty Christmas Gifts
Neckwear

Neckwear Section is showing a line of

exquisite neck pieces for the holidays, with
the exalusive Keiser styles to select from.

Hand-embroidered drawn work Collar and
Cuff Sets
$2.25 to $3.25
Exclusive styles in Silk Collars, all colors,
especially black.........
to $1 50
Silk and Lace Collars for dressy wear, white,
blue and fancy
to $2.50

Have all Me little ones write Santa Claus
a letter and receive a ptesent.

Handsome Holiday Purses
50c to $15.00
We call your
our

Purse

W

E are showing a superb line of ladies'
and gentlemen's handkerchiefs. Have
hada a special department of them in order
to handle and show them eesily. Included
in our large asiortnient is a manufacturer's
lineof samples -individual patterns. Prices
extremely low.
Gentlemen's initial handkerchiefs, half
dozen in box, at
$1.50
Gentlemen's initial handkerchiefs, half
dozen In box, at
90c
Gentlemen's initial handkerchiefs, half
dozen in box, narrow hem, swisa.......
80c
Gentlemen's plain: very sheer all linen
handkerchief, narrow .hem, each ..2bc, 60c
Ladies' giallo all linen narrow hemstitched
border handkerchiefs
10e. 16c. 25c
Ladles' embroidered swiss handkerchiefs in
plain or scalloped edge
10c, lbc, 25c
Children's initial box handkerchiefs, Colored
border, 3 in box, per box.
35e

l'\ions, Fancy Bags
shoppers we have put in a new
FORlineXmas
if Novelties exclusively and you

speCial

attention

Department for

sides frblifihe

ordinary

to

you to

make your christmas selection.

Be-

large show-

ing that we generally have at this time
of year, we have
tion

a

purchased in addi-

drummer's

line

of

sample

high-grade purset that we arc showing now
price

with

of

the exception holiday

about

off

1-3

their

true

value.

and

Xmas Handkerchiefs

are

included

in our

All colors in both the large

small size

bags

at

a

range of

prices to suit every purse seeker.
Now let us help you

with this line

for Xmas.

will certainly appreciate the low prices at
which they are offered.
Pin cushions-L.. .
Handkerchief canes
Match cases

41

25. $2.00. 12 95

Comb and Brush Sets

50e. 75e. /I 50

$2.00 to $9.90.

...

Fancy calendars
25e. 00c
Pin wipers, in burnt leather
Ready made sofa pillows
/I. 11 26. 12 00
Fancy hags, work bags, laundry hags, etc..
original designs
25e to 53.00
Brush cues
25c Slipper cases
50"
Silver Comb, brush and mirror set. .. SR 90
Silver manicure set. 40 pieces, set.... 19 90
Silver match boxes
50c and 75.
Steins. ...
.75c, $1.. $1.75 1250, 13 50
Art pictures._
26c
13 00
Opera bags..
50.' to SI 50
Opera scarfs
11 70 I." 16 00
Silver jewelry boxes
$1.50 to 54 50

Hand-embroidered linen Collor and Cuff Sets
500

3:30 o'clock.

showing.

Ladies' lace handkerchiefs_ . 28c to /4 60
Dainty narrow hemstitched linen Turnovers
at_
50C

Dec. 15,

All leathers

16 button Pique Brown or Tan Kid Glove,
ideal st,eet glove
$3.50
Special quality, all colors Pique or Dress Kid
I;love, short length
-$1.50

Saturday afternoon

You will he ;diner, too, in complete stocks.

Gloves the Ideal Xmas '
Gift

-Our

window

PleaJe select your presents early. Etirly in the day and early in December.
That will he your hizgest gift y the holidays-to the workers behird the coun-

Saturday afternoon

To The Little Ones
CLAUS has sent us his mail box, which he has asked us
SANTA
to put up in our store so you can write to him and tell him
what you want him to bring you for Xmas. He will be at our store
Saturday, December 15, in our window at 3:30 o'clock, and he
wants all of you to come dowo to see him. To every little hoy or
girl who write him a letter he will give a present to on December
22. Write him now and mail in his box, at front of our store, so he
can bring your presents with him.

FURS FOR XMAS
Pieces 95c to $75.

Sets $10 to $150

Every woman wants a Set of Furs, because
they are useful, luxurems and universally be.
coming. Our Furs are first quality at modest
prices.
(Second Floor

85C-Scarfs, black and brown Coney.
$1.50$. 2.00-Short and long Scarfs,
lined satin, Water Mink or Coney.
$3.50-Black Coney Cape Collar, lined
with squirrel.
$5.00. $6.50-Water Mink and Squirrel Collar or Scarf
$9.00.$10.00-Blended Squirrel, Zebohne, Ermine Scarf and Collar.
$14.50. $85.00-Various sty'eli in
Collar and Scarf in mink, black lynx, zebeline and blended squirrel.

$9.00. $75.00-Muff

to Match collet

or separate.

$2.00. $5.00-Muffs in Water Mink or
Black Coney.

$1.25. $8.00-Children s Fur Sets.
Ladies' Near Seal Coats.

Bring- all the little ones down to see Santa
Claus December 15, 3:30 o'clock..

Rudy, Phillips & Co.
DOG TAX LAIN

XMAS TREE

t7NcomiTIT-t-rioNAL WILL RE GIVEN AT UNION HE,
EMITS OFFICERS AND WILL DET'LARED
10- alma": REDWINE.
CUE allsSION.
INSTALL NEXT MONTH.

Noah's Ark Variety Store

CLARK'S SPECIALS
• '
id*

For Saturday,December 8
__

EVERYTHING WE SF.I.T. WE GUARANTEE.
Jetsey Camp Has Well Attended Measure 14 Unpopular and There Is Wagon Will tall for Any Donatioii.
Widiairread
for
F'roin Charitable Citizens in
Meeting-Social session Li
its Repeat.
the City.
a Feature.

3 Large can't Fes-mien Asparagus

SA211111P

cost

SLIM

24 lb hag Omega Flour cost .. .73 G cans Tomatoes and corn
coat.. .48
Jersey camp, W. 0. W., elected officers last night. Preceding toe election k swim.i session was held and
The
elegant refreshments served.
'election resulted as follows:
Consul commander, J. M. Cross;
advisor lieutenant, George W. Lee;
banker, Thomas Reed, watchman,
Charles Smith; sentry, Alva Duprlest; manager for three years. Lige
Burgess; manager for two years, S.
B. Pryor: captain degree team,
Thomas Crane: clerk, George W.
Broadfoot.
The installation will be the first
Thursday In January.
A monogram in one or two letters
In any color of Ink, and two quires
.of paper for only a dollar, a special
for Chrletmas, at The Sun office.
For the renl. good old buckwheat
flavor, buy Hrs. easseths's Buckwheat,
end don't forget the name.

Frankfort, Ky., Dec. 7.- Attorney Frank Johirson, who returned today from Morgan county, where he
presided over the circuit court in the
trial of a number of cases in which
the regular judge was disqualified.
says that Judge M. M. Redwine, of
that district, has held the Croan dog
tax law to be unconstitutional and
void. Judge Redwine was a member
of the last assembly, which enacted
the measure into a law, and when
it was before the lower house supported the bill.
From ev-ry sectien of the state
comes information that this law is
proving unpopular with the people.
and the opening of the legislative see
sion of 1908, will be marked by the
Introduction of numerous bills providing for its repeal. Speaking of
the dog law, Judge B. W. Bradtearn,
of Warren here today, aye the people of his *Mien of the state will not
be satisfied until the law is stricken
from the rtatnts books.

Painted and greased, the gospel
wagon of the Union Ftescue Mission,
drawn by a sleek horse with cheerful
driver is ready to call for all donations to the Christmas tree to be given
at the Mission this year.' Mr. and
Mrs. Chilee wish to express their
thanks for the offerings -of scho,''
children last year and ask their
operation this Christmas. Donatie
of money, clothing. 'provisions, tov
candy, nuts and anything that will
make Christmas happy for others, are
asked.
SR CRARITABLIC
To your horses as well as to yourself.
You need not suffer from mins of any
sort--your horses need not suffer. Try
a bottle of ItallarcY• Snow Lininient.
It cures all pains. J. M. Roberts,
Unicersdeld, Mo., writes: "I have used
your Liniment for ten years and find
it to be the best I hove ever used for
man or beast."
Bold by all

When you die the world will
right on going ironed.

keep

Pk. Wine Sap Apples cost
Pk. Red Onions cost

23 8 cakes Toilet Boap colt
35 2 lb Chestnuts cost

-sees ,212

Pk. Irish Potatoes cost

13

G cakes Ivory Soap cost

25 2 lb Salted Peanuts coet

.22

23 Naval Oranges per doz.

40

bars Swift's Pride Soap' cost.

large Spanish Onions coat ... .15

2 glasses Horse Raddlah cost... 11
.
1 Catawba Grapes, per basket
2 glasses Honey cost

13

2 doz. Sweet Oranges cost

113 2 heads Fancy Lettuce cost

2 doz. Sauer Lemons cost

This g-inch Cut Glass Nappy, made of best white crystal blanks,
beautifully cut and finely finished. Worth $5.00 in any store.

Saturday only $2.98

Hilbard Squash

.25 1-2 lb Baker's

Fancy

Cocoa Cost

.23
Cheap.
IS
2.1

2 It, Cooking Figs cost

13 2 1b large Prone* mat

211

2 Th Flulk Dates coat

13 3 pkgs. Roll Oats cost

25

2 lb Green Kern cost

23 3 cans Extra Fancy Peas coat.. .N2

2 lb Lentles con

113 2 cans Small Lima Retina reset... .28
28 2 cans Small Baby Beets cost... .28

4 lb Pearl Bariey cost

ititSCRIBE FOR THE SUN, TEN CENTS A WEEK

.23

4 lb Spilt Peas coot

23 2 lb Layer Figs cost

5 bags fine Salt cost

13 3 cans preserved

7 tb Navy Beans cost

JN1

.23

Rampberries... .56

cans Thiekberries

cost

28

•-"`
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cholera serum, but the efficacy
the Pabucab Sun. his
to his ti.isatie germs in established beCOUR

treaded a separate trIpNand showedl
lie only oened the building and was ,
Yond question. Although it may be
employed by Bauer
Baser ts his,
imporeible to Mistingii\
lab4 the serum
nephe.w, and swore that he was profro m the germs in the
be, If he oonprietor.
IKOINLIPOILITED
tinues the practit:e of
uocculating
The ease against Cicero Anderson
F. M. FISHER. PresideaL
prisoner
s,
followed in the natural
E. J. PAXTON. General manager.
charged with murdering John M \
--- course with an autopsy, keeping a
sulitsCatirrIoN HATE,.
was continued on secount of the lc,
illtntered at the postoffice at Paancab careful record of each case, the final
sence of principal witnesses for ti.
.
Ky., as second etass matter.)
result is bound to be a clear demonprosecution.
stration of the relative merSts of
THE DAILY SUN
Good things phoned for the Sunay carrier, per week
James
Lally, a saloonkeette,
.10
cholera
serutu
and bubonic plague
mall, per month. In advance
day's dinner at our food market
9
Fourth
and
Elisabe
streets,
th
germs.
snail. per year, in advance
4.6e
fined roe for furnishing liquor to .
where you will find Groceries, Teas
-----0----- -THE WICKKLY SUN
minor.
and Coffees, pure and wholesome.
Sr Year, by mail. postage paid -81.00
We entertain a doubt, oh, such a Gamow Jury WIR
Itemain In Session a
Sam B. Gott was acquitted of ti:•
Address THE SUN, Paducah. X1gloomy sort of doubt, that the presiek Longt-r---Pet it Jurors
(-barge of furnishing liquor to
Wince._ 116 South Third.
Phones 368 dent of the United States will be able
Can Got Hume.
minor.
Payne A Young. Chicago and New to frighten the school
trustees of San
Iork repreeen
tat Ives.
Jesee Davis, Boss Ashbrook, And)
_ _
Francisco into doing anything conHook and Tarter Trice were lined
THE SUN can be found at the followtrary to the sentiment of their cons, places.
$20 and costs for gaming.
ft. Ix Clements A Co.
stituents: but we do hazard the pre- Mt)H
INDICTMENTS RETURNI:33
The elute against James and (bra
Van Cunt* 13101.
dictiou
that
President Roosevelt, dePalmer [louse.
Bulger for runnilig a disorderly house
John Wilhelm's.
liverance on the subject of Japanese
was continued.
exclusion from the white schools of
Circuit Judge William Reed, Cirthe Golden Gate, will result in an in1.011111111481114441.
creased appropriation for the navy. cuit Clerk Joe
Miller, CommonFollowing are continuances grantwealth's Attorney John Lost-it and
o
ed:
Bischoff, another of Louisville's Attorney Eugene Graves were the
Fit DA, DE('EMISEIt 7.
George Collier, gaming and t.
condemned murderers, has been de- principals in a tinlxup this morning
counts for furnishing liquor to in t
clared 'Insane.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
Louisv.Ile lets her which amused a few spectators and
ors; Harry
Pike, George Sc
murderers go so long without hang- °Meets of the court as much as
November-190e.
breech of the peace; Joe Wal:er, fa ing that the confinement drives the would the most complicated farce
driving on public highway; E
brutes Insane. This last fellow slew comedy. While Attorney Eugent
1
Howe, furnishing liquor to a mint,
3923
16
3926 his wife in a cold
madly about bareblooded manner. Graves rushed
Mr:boleti Gains, Will Bowlin, lIt
4069
17
3939 He was tried and convicted of
headed
searchi
ng
for
his
lost
murhat,
3
3936
19
3892 der and sentenced to be hanged. Circuit Clerk Joe Miller in an ad- mann Mathis, (heaping from tele,
Jail; Charles Graham
I
4606
20
3876 There seemed to he no question as to joining room "cussed" his hatter for ,
liquor to minors: Boot Ski.;
::9 20
his
sanity
21
a bad fit. To cap the climax Judgel
at the time of his trial..
3864
sealed weapons.
7
Reed forgo, that he war not through
3933
22
3872
with
court
8
and
1980
The
started
reappoi
23
for
ntment of City Audihis of3888
Nita... Indictments.
9
4009
24
3897 tor Alex Kirk:and by Mayor Yelser fice, it being necessary to send ComThis morning the
monweal
work:..
th's
Attorney John G. Lov10
3947
24I
3539 meets with the approval of everyett after him before the business grand jury returned
body
who
htui
busines
*12
s
with
2938
the
au27
3886
mints, all beteg agailis
d,tor's office. Mr. Kirklasit is oblig- could be Obttled
13
ten
23
3391
ii•••••ro
Jail. One feature of the Jur)
a,its,, c••••••••co. e••••••
ing
as
well
Toward
ovt I o'clock
an efficient, and efficient
e
14
';925
Judge Reed the result of special instructi.ins
29
391>1
fr
an well as obliging. Obtaining infor- adjourned court.
As
he
did
the
ID
"9C9
;/
30
the court, is that in nearly
3908 mation from
ar Frend:
his office Is always a grand jury reported six indictments.
Itcloux shooting ease the
matter of but a few
Oirrf
Mamma got a whole peck of apminutes, and With an oeler to the Jailer to bring
S
BOY
ASO
E
has
TOTAL
been
indicte
d separately for t,.
11,2,888 Auditor Kirkland
3''ASO BAYMPlittlY
would be missed the prisoners indicted before him for
,
s this morning and you musn't
trying
concealed a deadly weapon.
by city officials if he left the office.
arraignment, he took his hat and dePAM/CAN. KY,
II anybody, but I got some of
.The indictments: Ed Will-lama sr
Average for November, 1906 -3957
the
---o---parted
ed 1Pesi.
Mary Ts
and those apples were so good
Average for November, 190J5
Isn't that just like the impudence
3719
Judge Reed had forgotten that he nift'4C10iu -- s.
. .
' at we ate the whole basket
of the general council- informed the was not through with
full,
court. He had latter tor aiding and abetting in
board
Incresse
of
public
works that as long nearly reached his office
but Mamma didn't mind it much
238
on Broad- act; Emmett Shoffner, colored, r,
tieas we have a city solicitor capable of way when caught
by Commonwealth crated weapons: Emmet Schofft
arise she said the peck of apples
Perso114:1y appeared before me, giving a rational opinion, no fees Attorney John Lovett.
and Tom Lowry, colored, malicious.)
, st her only 25 cents.
this, Dec. I. 1906, F.. J. Paxton, gee- will be paid outside late firms
W'hile waiting for the court to re- striking Hooey Morgan; William Batt-_.. __G
"rail manager of The Sun, who atInn spectators were amused by
ler, colored, maliciously striking
AtTHE PRICE OF PEACE.
our, finest patent. bag
:Inas that the above statement of
torney
,
Esgene Grave's antics. Final- Kelley; Matthew Scott, co:ored.
65
HE BOYS' SHOP contains a host of gligestions
"Will-the price of peace develop in- ly
,ttir, finest second grade,
he .r(,ilation of The Sun for the
Mr. Graves remarked that his hat trying concealed weapons; Tom hi
bag.. .60
for
the
holiday
buyers.
to a burden too heavy for the world
Its
only
-eel,
a
few
country
days
bolted, pk
Was gone and Mtier that his was too ley, colored, suffering gaming.
month of Nov , 1906, is true to the
.20
to carry'!" is the question suggested
over two weeks till ehristinas, yet eon are probably
Juicy Wine Sap, pk.... .25
small. An inveetigation revealed the
beet of his knoeledge and belief.
The time of the grand jury Was
by Alfred Pearse's illustration of the
sh Potatoes, mealy stock,
as much perplexed as ever to know what to give the
fact that Miller
pk .15
had
PETER PLAITS:AR, Notary-Public.
accidentally tended one week from tomorrow.
Increasing cost of maintaining the
anberries, big cup
picked up Graves' hat.
All petit juror's were excused
.10
youngster. Make it something useful, by all means•
Mv co ni mission expires January armies of Europe.
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yellow,
doz
noon for the remainder of the we'
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"It is a little known fact that. in
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trolling, per Tb
There are many of them residents , •
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Cirenit (*marl.
the Year 1805, the total expenditure
''Chri
Bacon, lean strip, per lb.... .15
stmas" has-worn off of it.
the county wile pant to get home ' •
of Europe upon armament, both for
A judgment of distribution was
-a- Salt Bacon, lb
Daily Thought.
morrow and Sunday.
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Land sad sea, approximated to L811,- filed in the ease of the langeta
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large size. pk
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n in
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The Frontier °tub will meet tonie •
000.0a0," says Mr Pearse. "In 1895 the circuit court.
anulated Sugar. 10 lb
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the amount was mon.owl.noit. In
Kenney Murray. Bob Wathen, Jas. at 7:30 o'clock, comer Sixth e
Sugar. 4 1-2 lb
HA.RLAN DECLARES HIMSELF'. le03 the expenditure
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is estimated to Sherrill and S. B. Gott were dismissed Trimble.' lmoortant business to
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transac
ted.
0ii00. That 18 to on the charge of furnlehing liquor to
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heat
for chickens, lb
a candidate for governor of KenturkY eay, the price of peace.
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In the short minors. One Indictment against S. B.
\teter Bucket, 2 hoops
will bring kten regret to all good space of forty
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years, has more than Gott for this offense was continued.
Oranges, Florida Sweets, doz
men of the part‘, not because tne trebled. During
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the period from 187:0
Charles Teemaine, an old circus.
InfUN
Prunes,
i"Santa
Clara,
lb
rani. Is hopeiras eithout him, but to 1895 the
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expenditure increased performer who stoie on overcoat and
The infant chid of C. M. Harp'
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because the yery
xteeleuce of the L20,000.004 every Eve years.
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paned it, was permitted to plead Eighteenth and Ttlmhle streets, d
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,
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11 },4 mahei the lose of
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It is not difficult to sts that if this guilty to petit larceny and received a last night.
.ffee, San Souct cup, M
the mo,t iti. miabi, candidate felt the sort of thing
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continues Europe will rrentence of one month in Jail.
'gee, Jackson Purchase.
more .tIl'i 4- Harlan possessed but
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sPloroximet• 82,000,001),000 In 1915,
The ease against Virgil Holcombe
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Fes
old
fashion
one drawback. his age. It IV th0 diii- and in 1945
Japan, lb
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will reach the astound- for th• alleged theft of several hun- Rvery dose makes you feel better L.sti- Pee I
Broom, 3 ply special
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on. but
it
tindotlibtedli ing sum of $3.300.003,000.
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dred dollars from the steamer Ken- keeps ,our whole insides nett Sold on Usti
Mop, large size
tensed him to hesitate at the Wes of
wooey- back plan everywhere Price tie talc !
We have not the figures of the tucky. was continued.
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viNNOW Beans, Boston special
plunging into the activity of a long -Prit• of peace"
baked,
3 cans... .25
in the United States.
011ie Catlett, colored, was allowed!
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poi:dual campaign. Since be has de- but that
cans
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for
special
stism.
25
they have increased ver) to plead guilty to 'shooting LpieV1
Corn, 3 cans, special
cided. the liar!, Must look for the largely is patent
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to everyone
These damp days are hard on peoIt will Trice, colored, in sudden heat and
Butter, pore and fresh, lb
next most a)ai'able man. There are not be surprising,
ple afflicted with rheumatism, and
20
then, unless we. paselon, and was fined $100.
Butter, for cooking, lb
pient) more men In the state Just as too, have a
change for the better in
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A Judgment for sale was flied in relief is sought in all sorts of remePop-corn. pk.
capable of adniinistering the office of this respect
to see the nation stumb- the case of Katie Walbert against. dies.
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New Sorghum, gal
governor as Justice Harlan. and ling and totterin
There is no doubt In the minds of
g beneath the weight Robert E. Walbert.
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probably men who. as the campaign of a soldier too
Vinegar. Pineapple, gal
The Indictment against 0. A. Ed- people who have suffered with tt •
heavy for the people
35
progresses may prove their qualities to bear. Jest now
Vinegar white wine, gal.
Uncle Sam can dleman for converting hogs to his dread disease and those who ha -35
of leadership the equal of the great pick up his soldier
Figs,
for
cooking
, lb
and tuck him away own use was filed away.
studied It closely that probably m, • •
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New Kraut, gal
jurist.
comfortably In the hollow of his arm.
Cases against Charles Graham and relief can be secured from the Oitf
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There woull have been no doubt Ills weight Is not conside
Pickles
, Jumbo. doz.
rable enough .I:m Bulger for furnishing liquor te Pathie treatment than any other.
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of the loyal and undivided support of te be seriously felt, but
Dill Pickle, Jumbo. doz.
If he con- =norm, were continued
Of course, some chronic cases:
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the party as a whole had Justice Har- tinues to grow at the
Rice.
white
rocked.
lb
present rate it
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Richard Wadlington, colored was won't yield to any treatment, but 'n- '
lan been the candidate. Hence the sill require only a short
Rice, Del head, 3 M
statutes of cases of seven and etc .
period for allowed to plead guilty to striking
25
in
sigh breathing editorials In the Dem- him to develop an
Bulk
Olives. Pt.
avoirdupois entire- sudden heat and pastsion
Years' standing yielding to the20
, and was
ocratic press of the state following ly too heavy for civilian
Raisins, large layer, lb
months' treatments can be cited. .
endurance. fined $30. He struck a negro
15
woman.
his declaration. We will site no more
Retains, big package
It is well--very well--111 the face
you are suffering of rheumatism, I I
10
cand tidos boomt-d hr the Hetnotrats of theme figures for
Currants. package
should like to discuss your case with
public men to ad10
now that Justice Harlan la out of vocate International
Thursd
ay
Afterno
Jello,
on.
any
you, examine you and tell y^ou what'
flavor package
arbitration for
10
the s:3 . This may prove _beneficial disputes Instead of the
Sam Itiebel was dismissed and A. I can do for
Matches, doz boxes
you. With the dry hotl
resort to the
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V. Bauer fined $41ato for maintaining air treatme
to the party. Democratic interest In bayonet: for_ It is
Boneless Codfish lb
nt that I use with osteoapparent that un10
Republican affairs have not always less some level substit
the !shape of a saloon pathy I am having` very gratifyi
Brick Cheese, lb
ution is made a nuisance in
n20
and grocery
been conducive to the moist cordial the world will he unable
at 9410
Washington success with people you know w.
Cream Cheese, lb
to carry Its
.20
street, a plum frequented by negroes
harmony. Possibly the Reputiiirans fighting mitehinery.--Limberger cake
Dr. G. B. Froage, 516 Broadway ,
Commerelai Ap40
of all classes for ycar-,
can cttoose their teen candidate with- pea..
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December Rth, 1906
out an) help from outside.
The exaencles of the sitaiaticn
• Schultz Is Unmoved. ell-millauseet-6811alesele-offiseattfill'ulliess.
fraught as they are with the hopes of
e+.1teele`81111seeee*
Chicago. Dec. 7.-The attorne•-•
•
victory such as never tsefore rested for the defense
in the Shea tria
OR ittP1114441111 arms, demand' a man day made vigorou
s efforts to obt,i,n
free from factional Influenees and from Joseph Schultz
, the
witness,
BOTH PHONES 548.
record; one accoutred fur battle on who told on direct
examination of
The above cut illustrates a $1.5o Sterling Silver 3-piece Toilet
the hirelings, and above all, one satia- slugging non-uni
on
men, and of
E. D. STARR
ble of doing honor to the state when throwing of acid
Set, which we will sell as long as tLey last for $5.00.
eggs at home, an
A most
once elected.
admiss.on that he had been promised
useful and appropriate gift.
Presents that Funny Little Follow
Turning from the van hope of certaireeintineements
to plead guilty.
Justloa Harlan The Stin's tholce once Schultz des-hired, however,
that he
more falls on the man from western had made his plea
of his free will, and
Kentucky, as the best equipped to said that he expected to
he sent to
:nake the rare. There is none sur- the penitentiary.
ps.selna Judge James Breathitt, of
To close out a few broken lots, we have priced a
Hopkinsville, in the oratorical akility,
Thomas Molloy.
splendid line of our $19 suite at $15. They oonie In
sound judgment and polies-al honor.
Eddyvilie, Dec. 7. iSpeciall.- In the :second section of the fun
the 33 and 31 Inch, double and single breasted, form
Thorne* Molloy, president of the First
fitting styles, in cheviots, caesimeees and worsteds,
limited
How unfortunate It was that some National bank of this place, died
on
in grays. checks, plaids and fancy mixtures.
cartelese visitor, courteottely. allowed T'hurselay evening at 5:311 o'clock,
A trip from New Yerk to
to examine the contents of tubee in atter a short illness of pneumonia
Califoania
Punctuated at every turn with
the laboratory, should have confused Mr. Molloy was raised In this county
The cholera serum and bubonic plague and has been prominent in local polgerms used for experimenting on itics sinee a young man, having been
prisoners at Billies!, Philippine Is- elected to the office of circuit clerk
lands, and caused the death of ten of Lyon county for several sueceseive
eubjects of Dr. R. 1'. Strong, thus terms. He was 14 yollrg old and is
wasting matter he had been at greet survived by hie widow and two chilpains and expense to poseese and kill- dren. Mrs. S. R. Glenn and Walter
ing the prisoners almost wantonly Molloy.
We also have priced some broken iota of $IR
Without any resulting
benefits to
coats at $15 to close. They come in kerseys, In black
eclenee. The plague and chn'era
Deeds Filed.
and blues, in the gray form fitting collie and the
er me, we are told, are quite similar,
W. M Reed to Nettie T4, Weakee,
New Refreshing ComedV
other popular styles of the season.
reeled It IN ponsible that the visitor made property on Broadway between Ninth
,
Catchy Music. Lively Dancing
asters' mistake, but it is extremely and Tenth streets $2,3110..
, Pretty
Girls
and
Funny
'manorIns, no doubt, to Dr, Strong,
Comedians.
G. C'. Thompson to R. D. Nance,
''who Is sald to hate exhiblied consid- property on Kentucky avenue. $230,
50-CLEVER PTOPL
West End Improvement company
eanaharrasement when cutupE-40
revealed the truth. It Is even in.. to J. IC. and Lille Dunn, property in
20-NEW 11ITSIC%I, Kr
that he may resign. Dr. the weet end, WO.
1111121,4-2o
strong should, not take a little emcee
SHOW
OF GINGER ,1ND
dent like that so mirk itt heart,
kits. Austin says: "My buckwheat
Of
WIT
SNAP.
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cowrie. the exporinient hat demon- eakee will please you,
all11111211111111
11111/1/
111116/11.
if you love the
Prices-25, XS, 50, 7$ and
Pirated ndthIng as to the quality /1 good old-fas
$1.00.
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ENJOYED COMEDY

The Great Southern Tea and
Coffee Company
Both Phones 805

Lawyers' Hats Got Funny and
Amused Witnesses

-101.
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14401.1
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Holiday Suggestions
for the Boys

T

suit of clothes 1/.50 to 1/0
A nice overcoat $1.50 to $10.
A ,fenuine cravenette coat 14 to 115.
Al Ica,M sweater . . . . 50c to $2.00
A handsome plush or ?coo/en cap 25c to $2.
A pair of "Comfy" gloves . ,25c to 11.
.1 toque,finfprfokliceather, 25c to 50c
A reyer, short and snug, . 19 to 17.50

If

Men's $18.00 Suits
.$15.00

Men's $18 Overcoats
$15.00

In these two slles $15 00 equals $18 00

$7.50 Toilet Set for $5

J. L. WOLFF

CheKentucky

JEWELER George Sydney

a

p

-

TO LET

Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar officesdouble offices especially adapted for dentists.

BUSY MY'S
VACATION

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN
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AFTER SICKNESS
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CHRISTMAS TREE

HART'S GOT TM

Our Local Druggist, W. IL NlePher- IFOR
THE POOR CHILDREN TO 1W
mum Advise% Paducah People
OWEN AS USUAL.
to Take lime.

Itise Emma Thompson
and Murray
Cabe(' Married in slemples.
THIS IS
News of the marriage of
The one thing to aid recovery is to
Mise Emma Thompson and Mr.
give the patients .a
blood -building .trinual Event to Which
III Peor
Murray
F.
COMBINATION
Cabell, of this city, in Memphi
Chiltireti Look F'oreard With
restoring tonic, one
s on and strength
Wednesday, will come as a
that
will
impart
interest
new
.
_
life
surprise to
and
their many friends in
Paducah, Miss strength to every organ in the body.
Thompacts has been
For this purpose our local drugii,
lne in Mem phis, and Mr. Cohen who
had accept- gist, W. B. McPherson says: "NothEvery year for the past five years.
ed a lucrative position In
St. Louis, ing equals Vino)."
went by Memphis to
Vinol is not a patent medicine but The Sun, has assisted the Reverend
see his fiancee,
H. W. Milers and Mrs. Chiles; in givand the marriage took place
then In- a real cod liver preparation which
ing a Christmas tree for the benefit
stead of later in the winter
as had contains besides pepiouate of iron evof the poor children of Paducah, and
been intended. The Rev.
Dr. Boones, ery one of the body-building. mediciwill do so again this year. The trees
of the Baptist h it reh
performed the nal elements of cod liver oil, actualhave been successful, last year presceremony. Mr. and Mrs. Cabe!l
Mir 1- /Olin
will ly taken from fresh cods' livers, but
make their home in St. Louis.
without a drop of the nauseating, ents being given to over 400 deserving people. The tree will be given
The bride is an attractive
and tal- greasy oil to upset the stomach and
sometime during Christmas week at
ented young lady, and has
lived al- retard its work.
ways in Paducah until recently,
Vinol is delicious to take, and the Rescue Mission, and The Sun
where
urges all of its readers to send In a
she has a host of friends.
She is a acts directly on the stomach, tones
donation of some sort for it, toys,
daughter of the late James W.'Monet up the
THIS WAGONAND A SETOFRUNNERS
digestive organs, creates a
books, clothing, candies, groceries
son and is a granddaughter
of one of healthy appetite, makes pure, rich
,41A NET ALL THESE F01/1? OUTFITS.
and money. A great number of The
lectors or make their requests di- Paducah's pioneer citizens, the late red blood and muscle tissues,
and
Sun readers have contributed just a
rect to The Sun office. No attention Wilson Thompson. Her mother was creates strength for ever) organ
in dime each year, and for their convena Miss Pickens, belonging
LOC4L LINED.
to the the body.
will be paid to such orders when
ience again the following coupon will
prominent South
Carolina family.
If Vinol falls to build up the
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
run be La The Sun every day for use in
She died a few years since,
down
and convalescent, give strength
•
-Oraer visiting cards for your
sending in any contributions:
Mr. Caren is a popular young man to
the aged, cure stomach troubles,
friends for Christmas now, so as to and has been connect
'esesliewesessSeeTersetelliesteeseeeteseeleleg
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
ed
with
the hard colds and hanging-on coughs,
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-2 be sure you will get them. Over 50 Globe Bank and Trust company of we cheerfully refund every
dollar
style; prices from $1.50 up, at The Paducah for lour years. ife recently paid
The Evening sun,
Broadway. Phone 196.
us for it. W. B. McPherson,
accepted a position with a St. Louis
Sun
office.
This year is complete in useful toys like the above and Doll
Paducah, Ky.
Druggist. .
--An examination for the civil
banking company. He is a son
Holiday designs In Christmas paof
Note-- While we are sole agents
1 Inchon. n contribution for
service poeition of chief, laboratory
Cabs,
Cooking Stoves, Trunks, Chairs, Desks, Hobby Horses,
Mrs. Sears Cabell, of Madison street,
for Vino! in Paducah it is now
the Christmas Ire.'for the benefit
of physiological chemistry, is ordered per napkins for lec a dozen at The
Shoo Flies, Skates, Sleds, Toy Dishes, Sewing Machines, Tool
for
hi.ant
father was the :ate Dr, Sears
of the poor children of Paducah.
sale at the leading drug store
for this district December 26.
Sun office.
Suitable to wrap your Cabell. a
in
prominent physician of HenChests, Drums, Balls, Etc.
nearly every town and city in the
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 Christmas gifts in.
derson. The family have lately made
iIrown-ups' Sewing and Card Tables, 5 o'clock Tea Kettles,
country. Look for the Vinol agency
Fraternity building.
$1.50 books for 50e, the most un- their home In Paducah.
in
your
town.
Chafin
g Dishes, Plated Tea Sets, Carvers, Table Knives and
The choir of Grace
te
•
Episcopal equaled offer ever made, the Rose of
194*?6•elebbkr-1•1+1411111.1111.8186.012099
eberch will meet tonight as usual, at Old St. Louis,
Forks, Brass Cuspidors, And-Irons, Fancy Baskets, Etc.
Married In California.
Darrell of the Blessed
Mrs. Hal Corbett.
7:34, o'clock at the church. It is im- Isle,
Miss Clausie Sutherland and Mr.
The Man of the Hour, Dorothy
Miss Annie Mae Yelser returned
portant that al: should be present as
William
Englert, both of Paducah,
South Her Mountain Lover, Cape
the practice of the Christmas music
Sere married Wednesday in Los An- yesterday from visiting in Owensboro
Cod Folks, all go at-this price, while
will begin
geles, Cal., where the bride had been and Madisonville.
Mrs. T. W. Roberts, Sr., of Nash-A single or two-letter mono- they last at R. D. Clements & Co.
for several months to regain her
ville. Is the guest of her son, Manage
Holiday designs In Christmas pa- health.
gram and two quires of the best
r
They will make their home
Tom Roberts. of The Kentucky
thea- BROIGHT FitoNI H01.1 LAND
grade of4en paper for $1 fa Just per napkins for 104' a dozen at The in the west.
FOR
ter.
Sun office. Suitable to wrap your
The bride is the daughter of R. R.
one of
USE OF CHUIRTFIEs.
many splendid offerings
Mr.
W.
A.
Carter,
coach
inspector
Christmas gifts in.
Sutherland, of the fire and police
in this line at The Sun office.
for the Illinois Central, is ill
anti
-New shipment high-grade shoes, commission board, and is a pretty and
-Last night the
Mr. Frank Budd* is acting in his
Mechanicsburg
popular girl. The groom is a rising
FOR SALE OR TRADE- For
Dancing club gave a dance opening Stacy-Adant• Stetson, Walkover and
Mold to It.. l'unet in Ill the World
young leather worker until recently plece.
Rankin's hail near the Jones cold Edwin Clapp at same prices. Ike Cotown property, 80-acre farm near
Mr.
J.
F.
Bailey,
night
watchm
-Fire Censiertment, and Nlore
connected with the Michael Brothers
an
storage plant in Mechanicsburg. The hen's, 106 S. Second St.
17P8.
at the I. C. shop yards, has been sucHamlettsburg, Ill. For further
infirm of this city.
to Follow.
hell is new, and one of the finest in
ceeded by Ms. Sam Schoffner, former-Score cards for the game Five
formation address C
M.
Mr.•Sutherland went west several
Cagle,
the cilty.
ly
of
.
the
Hundred for sale at The Sun office wLeks since
round house.
Brookport, Ill,
to see his daughter and
-The most complete line Of at 35c.
Attorney J
K Hendrick
has
Mr. Englert accompanied him. Mr
IF YOIT WANT a bargain, see Holt
gone to Smit end.
fancy stationery for Christmas to be
Paris, Der. 7.-The expedition to
-Five huudrea score cards for Sutherland Is expected home soon.
WANTED-Good boy to do house & Potter, 119 South
Fourth. They
Attorney William
found in the city is at The Sun office salethe
Holy
baud fur the purpose of bar- work. Apply at The Sun office.
has reat The Sun office-twenty-five
have good farms Prom l'‘) to 24.0
turned from Eledyvilie.
at prices from 40c
reling large quantities of water from
cents, each.
CLEANING and pressing neatly acres. Also splendi
Thompson-(ilearea.
Miss Marjorie Scott
d list of city
will arrive the river Jordan and sending it to
-Large line unredeemed pledges
done. Jas. Duffle. Old phone 956.
The marriage of Mr LeoteG4
property for sale at a bargain Cal:
home tonight from et. Louis, where
eaves,
New York for distribution throughout
-Diamonds, high-grade
of this city to Miss
watches,
Bessie Thompson. she has been visiting since leaving
The Uodertaker Loses.
FOR RENT-Elegant flats, Seventh early.
the country has been euccessfuny fingenuine Parker Bros. & Smith shotof Elkton. Ky., took place
and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott. ---TrOR
yesterday Fort Worth, Teens.
At an usdertakerre banquet a man
SALE-Four room frame
at bouisvilie at the Seelbac
ished
guns, pistols, etc., at half price. Ike
despite
mauy difficulties. The
Hon. John K. Hendrick is in Smith
h hotel.
in black told a strenge experience.
WANTED--An experienced cook- I cottage on Broad street, 40
The Rev. Dr. Kendall was the
first
consign
ft; lot
Cohen, 106 S. Second street.
ment
left
Java,
Novemb
er
land
officialattending circuit court.
"This experience," he said, "hap- lug
Wolff's, 327 Broadway.
running back to alley, reception hal',
minister. They arrived in Padu-If you have just a dollar to
George Brandon and family. of 15 on the Syrian Prince. It eon/doted
pened to me in '84. It is a thing that cah last night
FOR SeLEG-40-Itseh roll top dealt front and back porches, water In
and will reside at 912 South Sixth street,
of fifty casks each having a capacity
spend for Christmas for a yerree
yesterday
reI hope won't happen to none of you: Jefferson street.
and chair. Apply 514 South Fourth. kitchen.
Easy monthly payments.
turned to Benton to live.
of 600 kilos (about 634 quanta).
lady friend, come see the two quires
Mr. (Heaves ia the youngest
lfor, gents. it cost me dear.
son of
Bud Dale, of the New Richmond,
ONE nicely furnished room for McCracken
Real Estate and MortCol. Clifford Nadaud, president of
monogram paper The Sun sells for
"1 was Hired to bury an epileptic Mr. James W. Gleaves, the furniture has returned from
atteidlag the the International River Jordan com- rent. Bath and all modern conven- gage Co. See L D. Sanders, Phone
the price.
of 56 years. He had been rich and man. He is connected with the local bedside of his uncle. Mr.
765, office 318 K. With.
R. H. Dale; pany, declared to the correspondent leacies, 918 Broadway.
Holiday designs in Christmas Pamaster mechanic's once of the
the ceremony was a costly one, runIlli- of Rossington, who Is very 111.
that extraordinary precautions were
nois Central railroad, and is
per 'sapiens for 1(ki a dozen at The
FOR
RENT-Fiv
room
e
cottage
.
widely
Miss Florence Baker, of Metroponing well up into the
hundreds. popular in Paducah
The tbasiffeurs' !Wont.
taken to insure absolute cleanliness with bath 1036 Madison street. ApSun office. Suitable to wrap your
. His bride has lis, Is visiting
Mrs. Aaron Hurley of
Well, gents, In the middle of the cer- often visited
A man was recently going over a
and purity by bolting the water be- ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
Paducah and hes man. South
Christmas gifts IL
Tenth street.
.
emony we heard
inside the gold. friend, here. She is a daughter of
lunatic a,‘Ittru, and the attendant
fore it was put In the casks on the
--The Mergenthaler-Horton BasHICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
Mrs. Louise Maxwell has gone to
'mounted
Mx. S. L. Thompson, of Elkton.
coffin
a
showed him a ward with empty beds
ripping
sound.
very spot where St. John baptised 442,
ket company plant, which has been
and Eddyvil
New
598. Delivered promptly.
le, Ky., to spend the winter
13 a niece of Mr. Leslie Thompson,
in it.
Christ. The work was done by a
and
of with
idle for several weeks, undergoing Scared we opened the coffin
Z. Z. Bell & Sone.
Mrs. George Catlett.
Paducah, and Mr. W. L. Thompson
"What have you shown me this
of
repairs, will resume operation Mon- there was the man, alive, tearing the
number
Turks, Greeks and blacks
FOR RENT --Three room cottage room for'
She Is Of attractive perday with a full complement of hands. white satin upholstery in despair and
There's no one in it."
whom C.ol. Nadand gathered about
sonalty and is very popular
on North Twelfth street.. Apply F
sociellY•
The plant' employs over 200 people. fear.
"Yes, there is: this is where we put
him
He was confronted with great
Mr Gleaves went to boulaville
Fisher.
M.
on
-When you order a rig from us
"He had been In a fit. He hadn't Wednesday
the chauffeurs. and they are ail undifficeltiee from the Mart. He was
ostensibly to see
Miss
WANTED -Posetion by experienced der the beds trying to mend them
you are talking to one of the pro- been dead after all. And, if you'll be- Thomps
unable to find casks in Palestine and
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THE BIG 4FOUR

Ready to Wear Garments.

Special showing of Fine Lace
Evening Waists.

Furs

110

Skirts

i

Hart's Xmas Line

JORDAN WATER

GEO.0. HART & SONS CO.

L

of

TODAY'S MARKETS

BIEDERMAN S

SPECIALS

LADIES
BOUQUET FARNESE

R. W.WALKER CO.

ENGLERT
BRYANT'S
SPECIALS....

WANTED
A reliable colored
man as porter. Must
be able to read and
write; one who can
furnish good recommendations. Steady
job for right man.

Wallerstein Bros.

els
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Are You In Line

Are you getting the benefit of the values we are able
to bring to you through our system of buying our cigars together with 2,000 other clritgL;
ists?
As an example of the power of these advanced
meth(xls we call your attention to the

Black and White

ALDERMEN HOLD !RAILROAD CASE
A SHORT SESSION
MAY BE IN POINT
Relieve Mayor From Irksome Significant Reference In PresOffice Hours
ident's Message
'Pole
thdi UAW e floes Through Judge Walter Kraals Holds IAN' in.
Under itiustwtosion of flutes—
in injunction
Fire Lindhi.
Suit,

It's precisely the type of cigar that pleases nine-tenths of
the American smokers. It
is by long odds our largest seller.
This mild, mellow, popular blend of high-grade, import
ed Havana filler and prime
Sumatra wrapper could not possibly be delivered to you
by the ordinary cigar dealer, buying in-lividually, at less than 8 for 25c. It's a representative 10c-cig everyw
ir
here but in
National Cigar Stands.

ARE.UNEXCELLED FUR

BEAUTY,
STYLE,
COMFORT,
WEARING
QUALITIES.
We will he glad to show you the
1.8 France shoes.

Less than one and one-half hours
-I have specifically in view a
were consumed last night by the
recent decivion by a district
board of aldermen in regular session.
judge, framing railway employes
The best cigars are now sold in the 2,000 Drug Stores having
The business was principally routine
ithout remedy for violation of
ke..eulled labor statute. It
and of little impOrtahce.
the National Cigar Stands Emblem in the window.
_stems an absurdity to permit A
Alderman Earl Palmer was abmingle district judge, Against
sent.
what mai lo the Judgment of the
The minutes of the last regular
majority of the colleameeting were adopted.
gues on the bench, to declare a
Mayor Yeiser stated that he receivlaw solemnly enacted by the coned notice of warning from tobacco
gress to be •unctinstitut
men that they would hold he
cite
and then to deny to the gm crnresponsible for damages in event of
ment the right to have the suMATINEE AND NIGHT
mob violence to their property. He
preme court definitely decide the
placed two extra men on duty as
(We*it/A."
watchmen. No action was taken.
The report of the miik -and meat
The Courier-Journal !says
inspector was flied.
The above, which is taken from
A petition to Improve an alley at that portion of the president's InesThird and Harrison streets was re- sage treating of the eget of appeal
The Society Event of the Season
ferred.
in criminal cases. is believed to refer
Messrs. Walters & Way present the English Actress
A prayer for an increase of allow- to the decision of Judge Walter Evance to the Home of the Friendlese ans in the ease of the order of railroad telegraphers against the Louisof $30 per month was presented.
The
allowance of $100, the $30 increase, ville & Nashville Railroad company.
The calse was decided by Judge Evans
was allowed for this month.
W. B. McPHERSON, 335 Broadway.
In a magnifieent production of Mlle. Bernhardt's
A report front the sewer inspector in favor of the railroad, the decision
creating much unfavorable comment
F. E. DUNN, Seventh and Clay Streets.
Beautiful Romantic Pley.
was filed.
by the department of justice officials
Mr. John Copeland, proprietor of at Washin
J. D. BACON. Seventh and Jackson Sts.
gton at the time.
• local livery stable, complained of
Judge Evans Threw Case Out.
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
excessive telephone rate taxat on No
With a view to securing an Injunrei
PETTITS RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts.
action was takto
tinn against the Louisville & Nzt,
'
Mayor Yelser
re-appointed
Mr vine litaiiroad company to keep .•
JAMES P. SLEETH, 904 Broadway.
Alex Kirkland city auditor.
road from preveneng its employes
A iwatitiful play. A beautiful story. Handeomely mounted.
The appointment was ratified.
from joining their union, the Order
Gorgeously costumed. Miss Morgan's gowns are special
imA prayei from Bradley Bros.. al- of Railroad Telegraphers instituted
portations from Paris, designed and made from original plates
suit in the state court. On motion of
leging that the city scales are
as used by the famous Bernhardt at her theater in Paris
not
A
correct was flied, and relief asked. James P Helm, attorney for the dedream of wealth and splendor.
fendant
, the case WAR tmnsferied to
City Weigher McGuire claims he
has
Matinee—Priem__ ......
Mr. Helm entered
made no mistake, and that the scales the federal court
13e; adults 2541
a demurrer to the complaint, which
Night—Prices..
are correct.
25c, 15e, 50c. 75e, *1.00
fin Saturday-, November 17. was susAlderman Farley thought that the
Seats on sale Friday morning.
tained by Judge Evans. The effect of
scales should be made correct and
the decision was to throw the case
so kept and if the wales are defecOut of court.
tive, to get a set that are correct.
The principal ground on which
The matter was referred to the re- Judge
Evans sustained the demurrer
lief committee.
of Mr. Heim, attorney for the railMayor Yelser read -a petition from road company, was that
Section iti, of
the board of public works asking the act of congress of June
1. 18941.
that
the appointments of wharfmas- under which the suit was
That is the word that most -perbrought. I AMBULANCE POW
SICK OR INJURED
ter, msrkettriaster and sewer inspec- was unconstitutioual, and therefo
re
fectly describes our store employing
open Clay farad Night.
tor be left to the board of public void.
No w Phcarao .334.
no methods that smaik of the makeOld Phoma 699
works as the board has control of
213 SOUTH THIR Cl STRUT
these department. Opinions Of AttorA Mountain of Gold,
believe. The publie is Its friend and
aMiniirmINIMIllenallINII.
neys Hendrick, Miller & Marble in could not bring as much happine
Mien.
ss to
with our stock of nvidern clothing
favor of the board of public works Mrs. Lucia Wilke, of Carolin
.
e, Wis.,
and our unusual fie fifties for
contention was flied with the peti- as did one 25c box of
unBueklea's Artion.
nica Salve when It completely curet
derselling reliable merchandise, we
On motion of Alderman Bell the a running sore
on her leg, which h..
aieure yon that a vlsr:t to us will not
board returned the pelltfon, the city torture
d her 23 long years Greateit
having a city solicitor to decide such antisept
he regretted.
ic healer of Piles, Wounds
matters.
and gores, 25e at all druggis
ts.
The mayor was instructed to make
. tiond for the appeal of the suits
of
If we all had our just deserts, It
Marlon Lander, Robertson & Gardmight be mighty fashionable to go
ner and Cornelia Johnson against the
to jail.
city of Paducah.
In magnitude our aten's suits mid
Mayor Vetoer stated that he would
overcoat stocks are unecinaled
cal; a meeting for the election of owners for relief from overassessby
city officers at any time decided on. ment were referred to the board of
any other local ronciem, and the ate
tax book supervisors.
President Starks stated he and
;melte reliability of ..ach and every
The appointment of Joseph MatPresident George 0. McBroom, of the
garment is fully g iaranteed. We
„lower board. had agreed on Monday. tison as sexton of Oak Grove cemetery by the joint cemetery commithave them at prices :anteing from
December 17.
A receipt from Alex Kirktand for tee, Was retitled
Alderman Farley moved that an
the city tax books was feed.
The ftre committee was instructed ordinance be paasect, regulating r ,
whistles.
Con,
meet at once to open bids and let blowing of steam
in all that is new and desirable.
eitract for material with which to plaint came in speciflically from the
Vee have just reef- red a beautiful
•eld "drying boxes" for fire hose. north !Ode The motion carried.
assortment of men's mufflers_ for
City License inspector George
The total bill Is estimated at $500.
Xmas and teeny other useful. elegant
The committee Was ordered to Lehnhard was instrueted to secure
a rtie kei Alp a(Le for a aentieenan'i
draft an ordinance extending the warrants against all not having paid
proient
Are limits from the river to Sev- a license for 19011
On m
ee- Soarer adjourned
enth street between Monroe and
Clark - street. The present
western
liming Fifth street.
Finance Report.
The report of the treasurer, showing a balance of 1144.5e9.30 November O. was filed.
Bills and salaries amounting to
$22.807.03 .were allowed.
Inc orp a rat•d
The city owes the Journal of La312 Broadway
bor $16, and the publication beg not Wells, Dunne & Harlan prepaid its license tax. The attnwance of
We Save You Money on Every Purchase
sent the American
the bill was refusen.
Comedian
Ordinances.
Ordinance fixing a license tax of
$2 per annum for each telephone or
telegraph pole now standing, or to
be In the future erected. First PasIn the Musical Play of
Medea-- I feel sure he has nevar sage. The rule was suspended and
loved before!
the ordinance given second passage.
Laughs
Penelope---Oh, I felt the same way,
Ordinance making the office of
deite when he used to make love to stock policeman, at a salary of $75
mei --Nee York Press,
per month permanent. First pasNow located at
sage. The rule was suspended and
the ordinance given second passage.
Ordinance for improved sidewalks
The Prices Below Will Be on South Fourth street from Norton
We are ready for all kinds of hauling.
street to Huabands street. Second
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906
passage.
Ordinance repealing the ordinance
Gold Shell Cereal', r2k
$3.50
defining the _salary and office hours
gold FnlInfts
1 00
of the mayor. First passage. The With large supporting company
Silver Fillings..
50
headed by
rule WAR suspended and the measPlate Fillings
Thep ottereome Wee.
.75
ure given second passage
new irregniarity as.
ligidge work and all grades of
omissions, it !Tease vi:
Miscellaneous" Theeneaa,
plate work guaranteed. Painless
or and banish "pair
report of Chief of Police
The
of menstrnatio- ." They Are"
extraction of teeth.
SAVEAS" to girls ti
And
.40 Merry Musical Maidens
womaultood. aiding (lyre:opt-neat of organ, and body
Jame!' Collins for Novembetr
was
1%,
known re luerly for women ec tees them. ,rienot do leerm—lie
in cast and chorus.
filed.
twvotitv, a I d
l'ER BOX. HY MAIL. Mots
Carriages it
by druggists
Ruth & Vinson, Third and Norton
MOT3"8 C
licA 1. Co .
SOLD lit
ALVEY a LLST AND G. C. C. KOLB. PAIRICAR.
streets, wete granted liquor license.
Prices: Z5,85,50, 73, 81 and $1.50
Prayers frOrn
several, property
Scats on sale Saturday It a. us.

IiiRBOUR'S DEPATRKENT STORE

TH E KENTUCKY

Saturday, Dec. 8th
Miss Courtenay Morgan

"A WOMAN OF MYSTERY"

Economical...

NOTICE

Men's Suits
and Overcoats

e of the alternating
THEelectnatur
ric current supplying light
and power is to be changed very
shortly. This will effect all of our

MONDAY NIGHT,DEC, 10

CHARLEY GRAPEWIN

CITY TRANSFER CO
(Dauber's Stable.
TEE EPIIONF 499

The Awakening of
Mr. Pipp
Miss Anna Chance

customers having buzz fans and
small motors that ate attached to the

same wires that _supply light. If you have either a small motor or buzz
fan we would thank you to advise us

immediately in order that we may
take the necessary steps to adapt
your machine to the changed con-

4.
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Before
MODERN WHALING WIFE OF ROBBER
IS SCIENTIFIC WHO LIVED HIGH Columbus
Discovered
Utilizes Every Part of Big Romance In The Life of Mrs.
America.
Edythe Cloud
Sea Rovers

6he

REFUGEES
By A. CONAN DOYLF,
Author of “The Return of Sherlock
BolaSoo"

Copyright, MO, by Harper & Brother.

6

tit

"By my faith." said he. turning to
the young American. "we all owe
thanks to the print*, but it seems to
me, air, that we are your debtors even
more. You have risked your life for
my e011S111. and but for your cudgel
Denten would have had Wit blade
through me when he had me at a vau•
Your hand, sir: These are
tage.
things which a man cannot forget.''
"Aye, you utay well thank ben, Amory," broke in the old Huguenot, WI30
bad returned after escorting his Mutttrious guest to the carriage. "He has
been raiser) up as a champion for the
atiftieted and as a helper for therm who
are In need."
But their young visitor appeared to
be more embarrassed by their thanks
than by any of his preceding adveutureo. The blood Bushed to his weather tanned, clear cut face, as smooth as
that of a boy And yet 'soirees' by firmness of lip and shrewdness In the keen
blue eyes.
"I have a mother and two sisters
over the water." sued he tlifildently
"And on honor women for their
faker
"We always honor women over there.
Perhaps it Is that we have no few. Over
In these old remittent you have not
learned what It is to lie without them
I have felt what a good woman is and
kit like the sunshine, she draws out
nf one's soul all that is pursed and
best."
"Indeed, the ladles should le very
sinch obliged to monsieur, who Is as
eloquent an be is brave." said Adele
Catinst, who, standing in the open
door, had listened to the latter part of
his remarks.
"Much of my life has been spent In
the woods." said he, "and one "Teaks
90 Mlle there that one comes to forget
bow to do it it was for this that my
father welted me to stay some tents In
France for he would not have inc
grow up a mere trapper and trader."
"And how long do you stop in Par
I?" asked the guardsman,
"reel Ephraim Savage, the master
Of the Golden Rod, my tether's fillip,
come* for me She has been to Bristol,
is now at Itoueu and then must go to
Bristol again. When she collies back
ease more Ephraim come* to Paris for
me. and It will be time for me to go."
'And how like you Paris? Have you
men the city yet'!"
"Only as I journeyed through it yester evening on my way to this house.
It Is a wondrous place. but I marvel
bow you can thid your way among
these thousands of houses"
'Perchance It would be as well that
you ebould have a guide at first," said
De Cattnat. -no If y414 have twu
horses ready in your stable,. uncle, our
frfend Mid I might shortly ride hark to
Vermeils; together, for 1 have a spell
of guard again before many hoer" are
over.
Then for some days be might
bttles with me there, if be will share a
soldier's quarters, and so tee more
than the Hui' St. Martin can offer."
"I should le right glad to come out
vieth you. If we may leave all here In
safety," said Amon.
-Oh. fear not for that," said the
Huguenot. "The order at the Prince
of Conde will he RR a shield and a buckler to us for many a day. I will order Pierre to saddle the horses."
After riding some time De Catinat
said, "Now, if you will look there In
the gap of the trees, you will see the
king's new palace of Versallleo."
The two young men pulled up their
horse anti looked down at the wide
spreading building in all the beauty of
its dazzling wheelies and at the lovely
grounds. dotted with fountain and with
statue and barred with hedge and with
walk stretching away to the dense
woods which clustered round them.
They pasoed through the gateWay of
the itilace. and the broad sweeping
drive lay In front of them, dotted with
carriages and horsemen. on the gravel
walks were many gayly dressed ladies,
who strolled among the SOWS* beds or
watched the fountains with the sunlight glinting upon their high water
sprays. One of these, who had kept
her eyes turned upon the gate, came
hastening_ forward the instant that De
Catinat appeared. it was 011ie. Nation,
the confidante of Mine. de Mainteuon.
.1 RIR so pleased to see von, captatty.- she cried, "and I have waited so
patiently. Madame would speak with
you, Tbe king l'ORIPI to her at 3, and
we have hut twenty minutes. I beard
that you had gone to Paris, and so I
stationed myself here. Madame has
something which she would ask you."
"Then I will come at once. Alt, De
Bessie', it la well met:"
A tall, burly officer was passing In
the same uniform which De Catinat
wore. He turned at once and came
smiling toward tie comrade.
"Ale. Amory, you have revered a
league or two from the dust on your
coati.
'
(To he Continued)
Fortunate Missourians,
"When I was a druggist, at Llvo
nia, Mo., writes T. J. Dwyer, now of
GraysvIlle, Mo "Wee of my customers were permanently cured of
consumption by Dr. King's New Discovery,_ and are well and strong today. One was trying to sell hit property and move to Arizona, hut after
mazer New Discovery a abort time he
fond It unnecessary to do so. I regard Dr. King's New Discovery as
the most wonderful medicine in ex-

l'intipany Formed in Seattle to Take Threatened, Abumel, Asented and
Treated to Banquet by Highway.
Up To liate thatfit for the
man She Wed.
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Don't Waste Your
Hard-Earned Money
Paying big profits when you can come to us for Useful Holiday
and buy them at a saving of from 25 to 33S per cent

Special Closing Out
Sale of Fancy Vests

Dandelion was used
by the Arabs as a
blood punier and ever
since then it has been
acknowledged by the
medical profession to
be one of the very best
specifics for the cure
of diseases of:

Your choii.e of a

lot if rcg„ht
$3.00, $3.50, $4 and 14
quality samples, all new

$2,50,

Lot. 2, worth $1.50, $2.00 and

52.

98c

at

Full line men's and boys' Pants at
12.00, 12.25, $2.50,
$3.00,-. $3.50 and 14.00, We still
have a few odds and ends in men's

$IM, 21.25,
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 7.—In order
tc revive the whaling Industry on this
Excels in biscuit
coast mid to apply to it
modern
methods, a company has been formed
making,because the
In Seattle with George Botsle, of this
life of the powder is
eit, president, and C. C Oherry. also
stouly liberated into
of this city, one of the directors. Unthe dough.
No coarse and crumbly
like former whaling methods, the corn
crust so hequent in bee
Pao,' Plans to utilize every portion
cuit. One heaping teaof the great creatures, taking all vaspoonful to a quart of
rieties of them. The old-time whalhour,
ers hunted the right or sperm whale
The goodness of HIalone. The Cachelots and Bewhead
LO is protected in
moist-proof Sits. Conetalei were the moat profitable and
forms with all pure food
were sought for their 'bone and oil.
laws, State and National.
The methods of the old-time whalA DIME A POUND
ers have been improved upon. In the
At yuoe Grocer'i.
dose when the greasy canvas of the
COSTMENTS4 55511111 reviell
"blubber hunters," sailing front New
assinnic
• •
isiusease
Bedford, which was the mecca of all
is herein', Whitened every tea, the incheery was In Its Infancy. Fully twothirds of the revenue producing part
of the whale was thrown away. In
their tette boats, with the harpoon at
t'ONIMISSION1EIR'S SALE.
In pursuance of a Judgment of Mc- the bow, the whalers would approach
one of the giants and, after a strugCracken Circuit Court, rendered at its
gle, subdue it, or be subdued and lost.
October term, 1906. in the action of
Then the whale was towed alongside
Mechanics' Building and Loan Asse- the ship, where
it was cut tip. The
t-Jetfoil, plaintiff, against Jessie W. blubber was hauled on board, and in
Long, etc., defendant, I will, on Mon- great iron pots set in a brick foundaday, December 10th (about the hour tion on the deek, fried (oit and the
of 10 o'clock a. m.), 1906 (being bone was stowed away below.
The oil of the head was bailed out
the Court
County Court day),
House door In Peducate Kentucky, in buckets, and after the senate was
sell to the highest bidder. on a credit thoroughly -separated from these two
products the remainder was thrown
of six months, the following described
away and the search for more was
property, viz:
begun
Lot No. 7, in biotic No. 2, fronting
In the days when whales
were
between
Ninth
and
on (lark street,
eilentifut this method was appropriate.
Tenth streets, in the city of PecLucah. That was the time when WO vessels
Kentucky: said lot fronting 43 feet 3 made New Dediord their headquarinchee on Olark street and extending ters, and when the total oil Catch of
north from Clerk street, on the east that'part was 200,000 barrels annside of said lot, 112 feet 4 inches, and ually. Now it has dwindled to leis
than 14,001) barns* annually, and
on the west side of said lot, extending
where once from e0 lb 300 or 4190
from Bald Clark street north 109 feet
ships were seen in the harbor the
8 Inches, watt the sone width of 43 eight of five is unusual.
feet 3 inches In rear of north end of
The Seattle company intends to
said kit, as described In the survey make eight different products from
made by J. W. Hopkins. My Enatn- the whales. Oil, bone, fertilizer, skeleer, and recorded in 4 County Court eton bone, glue, leather, whale meat
Clerk's °Mese Wag the same mon- and stearitve or tallow are to be had.
*greyed to Fannie L. Long be Maggie
and' John McCrear), by deed dated
Notice to Contractors.
1894, and of
list day of March
The board of public works will rerecord In deed book No. 49, Ise* 62. ceive bids on
Wednesday. December
in said Clerk's °Mee, to satisfy said 12, at 3
o'clo('k for the improvement
judgment, Interest and cost.
of Nineteenth
street, and Guthrie
The purchaser will be required to
avenue, from 3roadway to the Maygive bond with approved SeellritY,
field road, and
Boyd street from
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
Sixth to Seventh, by grading and
day of sate, having fore* of ropievti graveling,
as per plans and specificabond, on which execution may Issue
tions on tile in the city engineer's
when due.
office, under ordtnances governing
This 5th day of December, Hien.
same.
(MOIL REED, Master Corn.
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
W. D. Greer, Attorney.
By DR. J. Q. TAYLOR, Secretary.
L. A. WASHINGTON, City Engineer.
Postmaster Robbed,
November 29, 1906.
G. W. Fouts, Postmaster at River.
ton, Ia., nearly lost his life and was
Deaths From Appendicithe
robbed of all co)nfort, according to
his letter
which says: "For 20 dec -ease in the same ratio ;hat the
years I had chronic liver complaint, use of Di. King's New Life Pills inwhich led to such a severe case of creases. They have you from danger
Jeundiee that even my finger nails and bring quick and painless release
turned yellow; when my doctor pre- from constipation and the ills growscribed Electric Hitters; which cur- ing out of it. Strength and vigor aled me and have kept me well for 11 ways follow their use. Guaranteed
years." Sure cure for Biliousness, by all druggists. 25c. Try them.
Neuralgia. Weakness and all Stomach, Liver, Keeney and Bladder desome peoPleasure
rangements. A wonderful tonic. At ple only because It helps them to
all druggists, 50 cents.
forget unpleasant things.

at

ta-fstred 13,

ALWAYS WAS SIGN.
When a man says he always

DRAUGHON'S

was
skit tr.mbled with a cough that last,0 winter-what would you think
tr
.hould say he never was sick
Ballard's Horehound Syrup
gilaitheak
Suit, o lean exists. Mr. J. C. Clark,
(Incorporated.)
Denver, Col.. writes: "For years I was
troubled with a severe cough that
MOM,112-Ill Irseting, eel lialiffilLI
would last all winter. This cough left
States. POSITIONS so
me in a enteerable condition. I tried 27 Cannes is
Bollard's Horehound Syrup and hav,, eared or money litSPUNDSD *1,0 teach et
catalogue will Toesteel *Oa IP..
not had a sick day since. That's what MAIL
Draselicia's TRW INST. Call or wer• for
it did for me."
esi•lowae
Sold by all deigelists.

le

The Tesas ISIOndler
Cures all kidney, loladder and rheu
matte, troubles; sold by J. H. Gehl.
schlseger, but eroadwny, Dr. E. W.
Hell, office 2926 Olive street, St.
Louis, Mo.
TIIIKRIEW NO VIE
Talking, you can't beat Herren(' for the
The
greatest regulator ever
offered to suffering humanity. If you
suffer from liver complaint, if vou are
bilious and fretful, Its your liver an.,
Hareem will put it in Its proper enrolltion. A positive curs for Contropertion,
nthounness, Dyspepsia and all Ills dui
to a torpid Beer. Try a bottle and you
swill never Use anything elle.
Sold by all druggists.
lifer.

The average woman
will wivemarry the man that she thinks to
other girl ever wanted.
—
THFIRE It NO tittilatiON

istence." Surest Cough
and Cold Why your baby should he thin, sot.
fretful during the night Worms are
cure and Throat and Lung healer. the
raise of thin, steely bablea. It Is
Guttairtered by ail druggleteo 60e and natural that a healthy baby should be
tat and steep well. If your baby does
$1. Trial bottle free.
'not retain its food don't experiment
No matt 4a ever too busy to be Pee rritfofre, arid roil Will soon see ybtse
01
,
1 $1,
111 t..ngiu as It, aboul.
bufq
Soid by all druggists,
e/414
.WIlka eilliterest emediso este-

P

PAGE SEVEN.

Kargon
Compound
and
Virgin Oil
Pine
PURE
Can be found at

McPherson's
Drug Store.

Loa Angeles, Dec. 7.- -"lie struck
me in the face and threatened to blos.
tuy brains out. I'd have had him arrested long ago If I had known the
kind of man he is. I'm glad he's behind the bars."
This is the statement made the
other night by Mrs. Edythe ('loud,
shortly after she had furnished the
detectives with information which led
to the arrehrt of her husband, J. C.
Cloud, on a cha.-ge of highway rob-

The
The
The
The
The

lover
hidnsys
Bowels
Stomach
Blood

Pants which we will close out at a
big

Your grandmother
used to get the children
to gather the Dandelion
root and from this she
made a, very valuable
medicine.
"I'd have left him," she continued,
You have no need to
her face flushed
with excitement.
"but I knew he would kill me. I go to this trouble belived in terror of my life, and 1 1100 cause you can obtain
they 'end him tu the penitentiary for
for 25 cents a full sized
ten years."
compelled to shield him, and forced box of Dr. Edward's
to believe any- story he chola, to te:i
Dandelion Tablets or
her, the wife has lived for months
knowing a part of the terrible truth, Pills, both of which
Yet not daring to tell *eels her moth- contain Dandelion in
er.
concentrated forme
Night after night elm has remained
being prepared by
and
tit home, shivering veth fear while
of
the best chemists
one
the husband was away. She knew
not how he would treat hvr on his re- in the United States
turn. She must take the nioney he they
are absolutely
brought and ask no questions
reliab!e.
Wine suppers at the imperial, costly spreads to which friends of the
To convince you of
couple were Invited, became a fad their value we offer you
with the young husband, who cudtrial package free of
dimly was seized with a mania to be a
a real sport. lie spent money with a cost.
All you have to
rodigality which was anything but
to
apply at the
is
do
in keeping with the !emir milers he
drug store named
earned as a milk wagon driver.
Into this bizarre life Cloud took his below.
handsome wife. He was proud of the
girl, loved to dress her well and was
Itleseed when be saw,she attracted
so much attestion because of her
beauty
Money seemed to be no obJ,
,
c( to him, and almost every night
tie was host at informal luncheons
Duly a millionaire could keep the
pave which young Cloud set.

Awe,

lindehon Tahlets

Shortly after midnignt Cloud slid defile drew a revolver. and, flourishing it in his wife** fare, declared he
had a mind to blow her brains out
Several times he Meshed the weapon
dangerously near to his wife's face
and acted in a reckless manner.
After another round of drinks he
leaned across the table and in a
whispered conversation said to Miss
P re-eel

r_iTT

320 E. 434 .St , Chicago, LU,

a SAFE AND RELIABLE.
That the roots of many native plants,
growing wild in our American forests,
possess remarkable properties for the cure
of human maladies is web proven. Even
the untutored Indian had learned the
curative value of some of these and
taegist the early settlers their uses. The
Indian never liked work so he wanted his
squaw to get well so eon as passible that
she might do the work and let him hunt.
Therefore, he dug *papouee root'for her,
for that was their great remedy for female weaknesses. Dr. Pierce uses the
same root-called Blue Cohosh-in his
"Favorite Prescription," skillfully combined with other agents that make it
store effective than any other medicine in
curing all the various weaknesses and
painful derangements peculiar to women.
Many afflicted women have been saved
from the operating table and the so?eon's knife by the timely nal of Doctor
Pierce's k'svorite Prescription. Tenderness over the lower pelvic region, with
backache, spells of dirrinests. faintness,
beating down pains or distress should not
to mope/fed. A course of 'Favorite Prescription" will work mervelous benefit
In all etch canes, and generally effect a
permanent curs if persisted in tor a reasonable length of time. The "Favorite
Prescription* is a harmless agent. being
wholly prepared from natIVe medicinal
roots, without a drop of alcohol In Its
make up, whereas all other medicines,
put up for sale through drUgglati for
woman's peculiar ailment& contain lartM
quantities of spirituous liquors, which
are very harmful especially to delicate
women. 'Favorite Prescription" contains neither alcobol not harmful habitforming drugs. All Its Ingredients are
printed on each bottle wrapper It is •
powerful invigorating tonic, impartieg
health and streierth In particiilar to the
organs diotinetly feminine. lee weak
and Sickly women. wiuu ars worn-toit,"
or debilitated, espei,liti I v ter e omen silo
work in store, office. u,rwhool -room, a he
oft at the typewriter or eires ing thaehine,
or bear heavy holisehoid burden's, and for
titirsINt mothers, Dr. Pieriees Favorite
P
ption will proves pefeelots penises
became) of its health - teetering and
stretigtiegitriag power.
For constipation. Hie true, iselentitle'
Cure Is Or, Pierre's Pleasant Pullets.
kind, bIrNINC, 1st sum

Don't Forget This Fact:
That The Model is owned solely by Louis S. Levy, and that the
stock is new and up-to-date,

The Model
112 S. Second St.

NOW'S NO

Cist Store

()pen at Night until 9 o'clock
Christmas.

until

MINS

BUTTERINE
20 Cents Per 1-1c3unct
Just received a fresh shipment of Specials for SatUiday, December 8

20 Pounds Sugar for $1.00

THE SOWNECX CtitafiCAL Co..
Dear Sirs -I Write to there: yeu
yonr wonderful emcee:re. I vat sofferine
Se four years with Barley dose-lee, NibiA
was pronounced Deetees Driftage and
chronic inflammation by some physicians,
who !id rue ran geoce,aed I suffered
terribly. I saw your curte::dvertised and
I got a bOa. It relieved toe instantly, the
pains in my hack ceszed, ar.d nay COMplexi,rn wee h wan poor, became cicer, cc
I tried tee more boxee which have
entirely cured me and 1 lea like a new
woman. I am,
ozre reepectfully,
Mias H. W. LAKER.

With

CUT OUT THIS COUPON
Please give the beater

Every Pound of Tea

70c
12 lbs best Sugar .
2 lb* Mocha and Javatkiffee I17e
.. ...... _De
ibis. Dried Peas
5 lbs. best Navy Beans. ... 20c
',wintry Dried Apples. lb
1Clc
Evaporated Apples, lb.
. 10c
Evaporated Prunes, 3S lbs 25"
Evaporated Peaches, lb
:hestnuts. 2 lbs for. ......
iranges, per doz..
Vigs, per pkg
Layer Figs, per lb.

I

one trial package Dr Edward's Dan"Edythe told me last night that
delion Tablets,
I. A MS D. Co.
she never has loved me. She said Sac
Tallies and
ere sold by
'loth
can't live with a fellow like me. Um
!price 2.3 etwof
going to kill her with this gun the all drugge.ts,
first chance I get
Revelers Turn Hold-Ups.
It was nearly 1 o'clock when Mr
and Mrs. Cloud left the Imperial
Smith and Miss Pressel accompanied
than home to 357 South 'Hill street.
After reaching his leen*, Cloud,
tvt.lt Smith, left the women and Proceeded In the direction Of Eighth and
lloPe streets, where they tried to bold
lie W. H. Leonard_ They did not
sitereed, and as Leonard ran they
- MADE FR011 NATIVE ROOTS.

New styles both in l'atterns and shapes of Silk Neckwear
received. Our price, 25 cents; elsewhere 50c.
A new swell Shoe just hot off the griddle—the Ultra 15.00
Shoe. Equal to any 16 or $7,shoe in Paducah. Come and see it.
We are strong on Men's Snits at $10, 612 and $15, on
which we guarantee you a saving of at least 25 per vent over
Broadway prices. All new Nobby Styles; some just receiver).

just

.SCHENiC a CHEMICAL tO.
Wri

Cloud planned a supper and invitee
his friends, Ross Smith and a young
(
Woman, Min Margaret Prewiei, whoa
h4niss Is in Aniabeine _With his wife.
the quartet secured the upper floor of
the cafe and held a revel which
ealitteed all previous effortit. Champagne flowed freely and both young
men drank too much.

A big line of Cotton and Wool
Sweaters, Flannel Top Shirts, Cur&
roy Top Shirts, Stockinet and Cardigan Jackets, Sill: Mufflers, Way's
Wool and Worstes, 'fellers and many
other articles of comfort.

ffS

tgattftt tee IllititS101316
classy as WO DI MIAS'S
l*SettIlit 40111(0171/A111111

sacrifice.

25c
15c
16c

lteisine, per pkg.
10c
Currants, per pkg..
10c
2 10c pkgs Soda
15c
3 sacks Salt .
10e
11 pkgs Minor Meat
25c
1 can Corn. I can Pears and
1 can Tomatoes for
25c
Canned Hominy, 2 cans for lbc
Hominy Flakes. ti itla for
$5e
Sliced and Grated Pineaaple,
per can
LOc
Mixed Nuts, per lb
20c

GREAT PACIFIC TEA 4 COFFEE CO.
Old Phone 1179

111 Broadway

New Phone 1176

W. B. M'PHERSON

DRUGGIST
Paducah, • - - Kentucky.
shot t5,'e at lent
The two returned at 3 o'clock yesterday morning and Smith went up
to the room where the two young women were lying down. Cloud came
tip later and said he_ had just, been
paid off ai the Belle Vernon dairy.
Ha had a slim of money,
Suddenly he became angered andrushed downstairs anti aroused Mrs.
L NI. Warner, his mother-in-law, by
declaring a man was in his wife's
room, lie threatened to kill Smith,
but was finally persuaded to take a
room at the Stafford, with Smith as
room- mate,
The strange actions of her husband, his show of wealth at such an
enseently hour of the morning and
his strange story determined the wife
in her course. She told the whole
story to William tiles, who is a partner of her mother in a store at Fourth
and Hill streets. Al:ett, at the wife's
instigation, went at once to police
headestiarters and the robbers were
arrested.
nue- -Him roe Tito tkivo.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-124 N.Fourth St.

Phones 7157

you have the misfortune to have to buy
SHOULD
anything in this line, we are closing out the entire line of the Paducah Undertaking Company at
coot. This means four bill cut half in two. Embalming and regular service rendered day or night.

S. P.POOL,
3015 South Third St root.

Both Phonets 110

IA PIPE FREE
With Every Pound
FOR ONE WEEK
To introduce a new brand of
smoking tobacco we will make a
special priOli of 60c per pound
and give you choice of any our

25c Pipes Free

THE SMOKE HOUSE
232 1.14-0sidwny
ii11111011111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question is :
%rho's the best to see? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating. Gas Fitting
3315 Kiantucky
133 Mouth Fourth
Hoth Phones 301

Ave.
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The Questions of Christmas Gifts for Men and Boys

4311111"
.
4 I.

.41111k.se
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Is Very Easily and Quickly Solved on One Visit to the New Store.

first Christmas, and we intend to mike it a tricn)rable one. Every item in our store is a new one, and
THISyouisareourassured
the very newest and best things the markets afford in every line. Our three months' record, how-

;

ever, is an indication that the New Store shows just a little better and a little more up-to-date things than you find
elsewhere, and having established such a reputation we mean to maintain it at all hazzards.

•

Christmas Boxes of Mens
Handkerchiefs

Fancy Vests in All the
Popular Fabrics

We are showing some very at aclive handkerchief boxes.
Something new Is the
Overeat
Handkerchief shown only here. The
pike, $ 1.
Handsome quilted linen Handkerchiefs, 6 in a bog, $2.00; 3 in a box,
$1.25.
•
Men's linen Handkerchiefs with
the initial worked In a seal, 3 in a
box, $1.40 and 6 in a box, $2.75.
Men's Handkerchiefs in imported
silks and linens, In fancy boxes for
gifts, 25c to $1.50.

A fancy vest gives life to any suit
of clothes, and the average
man
never has 1.00 many. We are showing some very exclusive things just
brought on for the holidays In the
Popular colors In
grass, browns.
dark tones and In the very popular
flannel vests priced from $1.50 to
l8.00.
In evening vests we have the single and double breasted vests and
for Tuxedos the new
gray
vests
which are now all the rage.

Umbrellas for Men and
Women,$3 to $18

handsome Things inl
Pins

Men's Smoking Jackets and
Lounging Robes $6.50 to $18

If you %sou something very hand some in an umbrella or something
good at a medium price we can satisfy you'equally as well. Our higher
price ones come in IR karat gold.
WU, hammered silver and motherof-pearl handles, steel rods and the
best grades of silks, and are priced
at $3 to 518.

Nee 'thew° mote complete stocks of
scarf pins shirt studs, collar and
ruff buttons than you would expect,
and have added some very handsome
things In each for gifts. They come
In the old rose gold, silver and the
iarions metals, and are very appropriate for gifts. Our moonstone full
dress sets are especially appropriate
for gifts, price $1 5n

We are showing the handsomest things in jackets
we could find They come in the pretty two-tone effect now so much in favor, in blues; grays, browns,
black and dark subdued effects, and are lined in
splendid taste. At $6.5o you find something better
than you would hope for, and at the higher prices,
flo and Els, you find the prettiest things to be had.

Ladies' Reefers in Crepe .
de Chene, $2

Handsome Neckwear
Our display of Men's neckwear
is the handsomest you will find
anywhere. Priees 5ce to 13.50.

Lounging and Bath Robes, $5 to $15
These robes are in blanket cloth, Terry cloth and twotone worsteds. in very tasteful patterns, $5 to $15.

Women's Bath Robes.

Ladies' Reefers in- handsome
Crepe de Chen, in black, white,
gray and navy blues for 12.

Men's Hose in Christmas
Boxes---All Grades

Another aceptable gift,-always
is gloves. We have the kid gloves
in such splendid
makes as
the
Fowns and the Fisk at $1.50 to $2.50
In all the colors; a splendid line of
fur and gauntlet gloves, as well as
driving gloves, and a big assortment
of wool gloves priced from !Sc to
$1.50. In boys' gloves we have the
long gauntlet gloves, the golf and
lined wool gloves at 25e up

Men's sox in fancy boxes make a
nice gift, so we have had some of
our best lines put up in fancy boxes
for Christmas --both the 25e linos
and the otner lines. 50c up to $1 00.
We show the black, the gray, brown,
tan.. blues end all the popular tones
and fancy mixed
colors
in
all
weights.

415704IT

•

We have everything in leather in
card, cigar cases, collar pouches, military brush sets and cases, traveling
cases, which are veto nice for gifts.
Also have a great line of coat
hangers, collar rolls, handkerchief,
tie boxes, glove boxes, suitable gifts
for your min friends.

We have a great line of men's suspenders for gifts, all the
popular
shadings in the new silks, with 18
karat gold and silver buckles; in jibported weaves and silks. They come
in fancy boxes and are priced from
50c up to $3.00

Silk and Opera Hats

Special Lines of Pajamas
and Night Robes

Maio a man won't buy all epera
or silk hat, trusting to some of his
friends to give him one at Christmas
time. Every man who makes any
pretense to being a good dresser
should have each In his wardrobe.
We are showing the best hats made
for evening wear, the opera and silk
hats at $5. $6 and $7.

We are showing some handsome
pajamas In the solsette silks In very
modest tones, priced at $2.50 up to
$7/50. They are beautifully made
ta0.
In night robes we have all weights
In very special lines lu fine cambrIes
and silks, and
in outing cloths,
priced from $1,00 to $5.00.

•

I

•
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Ways Mufflers and a full line
of all kinds of mufflers.

B FL.0.••I 12, Mr411"Y"
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Leather Goods Novelties
in Very Great Varieties

Christmas Boxes of Men's
Suspenders

L. uzysiCo.

Goods purchased can be set
aside till you want them.

We show some very handsome robes for women,
with slippers to match, $5 to 15.

Men's Kid,Fur and Wool
Gloves, 25c to $5
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g.,%erness. plan to siecl the pa- causing a .ng..e.tf on of natu.ei
' per. that prove Dixie's parentage. but rhyOne
lie Is a good navigator
are frustrated by Dixie and a ionng Charley Grepewln. The con •
neighbor.
Patti
Shelby.
Dialeis supporting Mt Grapewin as
'nether eseapess from the asylum, in is good. The comedy is ex re.aptured and taken to a moonshin- Mr. Grapewin and his compete
er's cabin
Northeotte then sends appear here on 'Monday night at The!
THE
.
DiXi* a note, telling her If she will Kentucky.
satiardry Matinee and Night .
come to the cabin, she wil: 'earn some
eti Woman of Mystery."1 thing of her mother. Dixie goes and
George Sidney.
is taken prisoner. While there she
E. D Stair will offer his entice,NI advance notices of attractions meets her mother, who, through of frivoliti and refreshing
11,
US the theater are .iontributions of the! tbe beautiful song -My Old Kentucky festival,
"Busy fray's Vacation,
prase agents of the attractions, andi Home." regains her memory and a The Kentucky Tuesday night. Geer_
should receive only the confederation, recognition takes place. Witt the Sidney
will be seen In the le,
u such, they deeerie.
help of Paul they make their escape: charaeterlsation
and it is neede Dixie 1113king her perilous swing
say that funny sayings. whit- tail,
across the chasm beyond the reach of
Girl Tonight.
dances end popular songs will be
One of the mut pleasing comedy her enemies. who 'pursue them until predominating features. A
tar,:
Deadman's
they
reach
Gulch, where and attractive chorus characterizeu
dramas of the day, "MY Dixie Girl.will be the attraction at The Ken- Paul throws the bridge. Their ene- the George Sidney offering of the past
tucky thetter tonight. Introducing a mies unable to follow, conclude they three seuotut, and the new piece has
charming southern actress.. In the title have been dashed below. Northeotte been fitted fully and advantageously.
role. The store is foil of action, wit, then decides to meet the colonel in a
humor and clever dialogue and I. as duel and kill him by fair means or
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
follows: Colonel Dangerneld was a foul. thus removing the last obstacle
rsizOotar W X PIT is suaranteed to cure say
southern planter. whom wife was amp- but is prevented by Dixie and an offi- .ase of Malay. 11111ad. Bleeding or Prolradisa
posed to haviteloped with hiacomen. cer who arreetr him for the murder Piles is 6 to rit days or esoary reloaded. hoc.
Howard Northcotte. After sixteen of Nancy Sykes.
years elattise. Nancy Sykes, an old
hag, who in revenge for the hanging
"A Woman of Mystery."
In offering 34Iss Couttenay Morof her eon years before, when the retinael sat on the bench, tells him that gan at the Kentucky theater SaturBrook port,III.
eribed by Northrotte, she held Wife da matinee and night In the BernRates 11 Day.
Essyliiag111,
a prisoner until rite birth of her child, hardt suceess "A Woman of MysIts I I Unless, Praidahlat
her reason ;ben giving :AWRY. nhe ass tery" Managers Walters and Wei
thrown In an asylum and the babe feel that they have filled a gap that
taken to43iti
and rallied as a child has long been open.
•
DR. GEORGE MASGANA.
of fate. She leaves hint gloating over
The public is no longer satisfied in Veterinary
Surgeon and Dentist. All
bla Misery. In her absence the child. watching a mediocre ciffirhany, strugcalls promptly
attended night and
_ now a girl of fifteen, finds some pa- gling through a series of thrilling day. Residence Phone 2935 Old.
Ofpent and jewelry. sfito_ the address of situations where the revolver, dirk
fice, Thompson
Transfer company.
Colonel- Dangerneld: which ehe de- and club play a conspicuous part:
nials to Investigate and arrives at but they want good wholesome dii , Roth Phones 357.
vD
, liagerfteld
whereOthe Is proven ma true to nature and not (Beira!
NI be the colonel's daughter and heir- by unnatural situations. This th.
ess, Northcotte. with the aid
of have in "A Woman of Mystery." It
Nancy .10 kes' granddaughter Kate. is a story of a mother fighting
filets:led In Dangerffeld Hall as ISX- her son, to remove the stigma fe ,
4 ills life placed there te her own ac
tions. The scenes are placed In andl
We guarantee our line of Jewelry
arouV the little village of Montata,
tube
equal to the line carried by
France. and range front the beautiful garden of M Leeoure's to the sol- any of the large hituses.
W.
emn walls of the convent. This is the iataw• you Twenty
peer
Imeeond of the Bernhardt roles for
c;.nt. If you are a conservative
Miss Morgan to play, she has played
buyer we invite you to the altove
the Bernhardt version of Camille in
this country.
reasonable saving.

1111tedstr

"Slim

1,T

SPECIAL LOW PRICES FOR EARLY BUYERS 1
To avoid the rush the last few days before Xmas we are going to give the
early buyers 10 per cent discount on anything in the house this week. Anything selected delivered at any timc. Stock now full.

Iron and Folding
Beds

-;
assistail

Oak Dale Hotel

n
•

IT IS UP TO YOU

Winter Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets,
Team Harness,
Buggy 'Harness,
Harness
Repaired,
washed and oiled

Paducah
Saddlery Co.
Fourth and Jefferson
Streets.

Auction Sale

Charley Drapetela Coining.
As a mule& comedy of the (resent generation "The Awakening of
Is a worst kind uf fake. We do
Mr. Pipe" Is distinct front similar
productions in the simple fact that it not have to auction Otir woods. We
Is entirely different, The piece is a
meet every day with parties having
strange mixture of must., farce combeen faked. Be wise and do not
edy, opera and a slight touch of
drama. These elements give it a dis- fall In the trap. Buy your jewelry
tinction all its _own and it insist be
from
*Omitted that this distinction is intermitting and pieasing to study. But
above the fibeetio the music and the
bowie effects shines the acting
113 South Third Sim,
Clooley Geapewin In the title role
lt is Mr. Grapewin who is being starThe Henn) Jeselsrs,
red, not the inlay
It is be who pilots
the action of the menu aid sends
twit received a new line if Up-ti
laft*
'Ibis strange vorfortnan,
date Xniasgsrbs,
through a aim of erlt,,
withoutk_

or

eiesoessersiliespressiee

PARRISH & PARRISH
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Center Tables and Pedestals, nobby styled and low
prices.

MATTREssg

Pedestals
$1.98
Stand Tables_.._,.. .-85c

A large line to select from.
Iron Beds-

$1.75

•••0f.1110'1,
I li'itit•Witt','

WI. are showing a very strong
line of Sideboards, China
LleatingStoves like cut $1.00
Closets, Buffets, Chairs, Dining Tables and our prises are down, balance 50C per week
much less than others ask for
game grade of goods. If you
are interested in this liue it
will pay you to investigate

Folding Bed,-

11"
11 11111.111 1111
Sideboards--

$9.75

$9.00
See our line of Davenports, Bed
and Box Couches. Big bargains
in this line of goods. Al) the latest
finish and patterns from

410 to $35
Come early for choice.

A few More 15c 11
and 20c Rockers
and Chairs.

4

III
If III

China Closets-

Rockers and Chairs

$10.00

iotAl assortment at meiition

prices. Early chairs in all finishes, some as low as -

75c

Dining Tables-

$4.50

India Stools like cut, oak or
weathered, nicely finished,

A

50c

GLEAVES&SONS V!,

,Subscribe for the Sun and Get the News While it is News
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